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Foreword
For my thesis in landscape architecture I was looking for
a project that addresses one of the serious challenges
today in one of the most vulnerable countries. Because I
am personally motivated to contribute in true sustainable
development by means of landscape architecture.
Ingrid Duchhart, my supervisor, luckily found a appropriate
project for me. The project, called ‘Green Infrastructure
four Beira’ (GreenInfra4Beira), aims to solve the immense
flooding problem in Beira, the second largest city of
Mozambique. This project is part of the Masterplan for
Beira (2013), which was just finished. Now it is time for
the implementation phase. The implementation of a
green infrastructure, as part of the masterplan, needed
a test caste. They selected the neighbourhood Chota,
because it is the most flooded neighbourhood of Beira.
They were looking for a student who had the time and
motivation to do research in the neighbourhood Chota,
so I became involved in the project to do field research
for the project and design a green-blue infrastructure for
the neighbourhood.
The field work for the landscape analysis was done in
a 2 months field visit in June and July in 2014. I did my
fieldwork together with Gaidar (see front page), a student
from the Catholic University in Beira. It was an amazing
time full of troubles and fun. We did among other things,
three meter deep soil drills, indicating hundreds of plants
and dedicating hours of interviews. Actually it was the
first time I did real field work on a big scale in a foreign
country.
After the field work I designed a green-blue infrastructure

for the neighbourhood. It was not always easy to
understand the green-blue infrastructure concept,
although the principle is simple. Buffer water! I am proud
of the result. In October 2015 I took the change to
present my design at the conference about landscape
architecture in Nairobi, Kenya. The audience found it a
very beautiful, instructive and relevant project.
This thesis has been developed over a period of 2 years.
I’ve been doing many things besides, like a job, writing
articles for Topos, socializing with people and conducting
trips to other countries. Some moments were full of joy,
sometimes it was very difficult, but in general I liked to do
it, It is very worthwhile to use creativity for a better world.
Green-blue infrastructure is just a reflection of the rich
nature in the city. But I only began to understand the
importance during my thesis. Green and blue networks in
the city is like the blood network in the body. It protects
from diseases and disasters, it provides oxygen and food,
it regulates water processes, it disposes waste. Moreover
it provides beauty, recreational space and identity for the
city and a habitat for many species.
In this era of ongoing urbanization, environmental decay
and climate change is green-blue infrastructure a
welcome counterforce. However it takes good planning
and architecture. I hope this thesis is an inspiration for
everyone who would like to work with the simple and
sustainable solutions of nature. Therefore this work is
dedicated for those who seek solutions for the threat of
flooding, urbanization and climate change.
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Samenvatting (NL)
Grote delen van Beira, een delta-stad in Mozambique,
overstromen elk regenseizoen. Vooral in de wijk Chota zorgt
de overstroming voor veel overlast, (economische) schade
en ziekten. De wijk Chota kenmerkt zich vooral door rijstbouw,
maar verstedelijkt snel door de uitbreiding van Beira. De
verstedelijking verergert de overstroming en belemmert de
aanpassing aan klimaatverandering.
Vanuit het ‘GreenInfra4Beira’ project (een samenwerking van
Deltares, Alterra, Wissing Urban Design en Witteveen+Bos) kwam
de vraag wat de potentie is van groenblauwe infrastructuur
in het landschap van Chota voor het verminderen van de
overstroming en bijdrage aan een aangenamer leefklimaat.
Als student landschapsarchitectuur was ik gevraagd om het
landschap te onderzoeken en een groenblauwe infrastructuur
te ontwerpen.
Omdat er maar weinig lokale kennis van het landschap
beschikbaar was ben ik op veldwerk geweest. Daar heb ik
onder andere observaties, interviews en bodemboringen
gedaan. Uit de resultaten blijkt dat Chota een uitgestrekt
moeras is in de klei met grote delen rijstbouw, die af en toe
wordt onderbroken door een zandrug en een duinlandschap
langs de kust. Uit interviews blijkt dat de bewoners graag
een betere infrastructuur willen, openbare voorzieningen en
hopen dat de overstroming met haar gerelateerde ziekten
verdwijnt. De overstroming heeft te maken met de lage ligging
van de wijk en de snelle verstedelijking. Daarnaast heeft het
kanalensysteem onvoldoende capaciteit, maar wordt ook
geblokkeerd door bebouwings-obstructies.
Uit literatuuronderzoek blijkt dat groenblauwe infrastructuur
de overstroming verminderd doordat het ruimte biedt om het
(regen) water te infiltreren, vast te houden, te vertragen en/of
goed af te voeren. Groenblauwe infrastructuren zijn het meest
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effectief als de vitale groene en blauwe gebieden worden
behouden en met elkaar worden verbonden langs wegen en
waterwegen, waardoor het één netwerk vormt.
Met het GreenInfra4Beira team werd een 3-daagse workshop
gehouden om de mogelijke groenblauwe maatregelen tegen
de overstroming te bediscussiëren. Ook nieuw ontworpen
hulpmiddelen zijn ingezet om een overzicht te bieden van
groenblauwe maatregelen (climate adaptation tool) en de
impact hiervan te berekenen op de overstroming (3D-i). Uit de
discussie met de inwoners blijken de volgende groenblauwe
maatregelen optioneel: (fruit) bomen langs de wegen en
kanalen, retentievijvers/wadi’s, infiltratieputten, verbetering van
kanalen en een grote retentievijver.
Aan de hand van de groenblauwe maatregelen uit de
workshop zijn zes profielen ontworpen, voor elk type landschap
(zandrug, kust, wetland) of infrastructuur (weg, kanaal,
gebouw). Deze profielen vormen samen een geintegreerd
groenblauw netwerk op verschillende schaalniveaus, waar het
water kwijt kan en daarnaast veel andere voordelen opleveren
zoals recreatie en voedsel.
Hoewel het veldwerk gedetailleerder onderzoek vereist en
de berekeningen voor de effectiviteit van een groenblauwe
infrastructuur oppervlakkig zijn, blijkt uit dit ontwerpend
onderzoek dat een groenblauwe infrastructuur veel potentie
heeft. Waterbuffering in het landschap van Chota heeft wel
haar beperkingen omdat het voornamelijk klei is met een hoog
waterpeil. Groenblauwe infrastructuur heeft veel potentie op
sociaal vlak omdat de mensen blij zijn met een natuurlijk, simpel
en multifunctionele structuur.
Workshops met de lokale bewoners en het visualiseren van
de nieuwe situatie blijken hierin zeer goede hulpmiddelen.
De vraag is wel of een ‘geplande’ groenblauwe infrastructuur
past in de meer organische stedenbouw en planning van
Mozambique. Indien gesystematiseerd en aangepast aan de
lokale situatie, lijkt groenblauwe infrastructuur veel potentie te
hebben voor Beira en andere (Afrikaanse) delta-steden.

Summary (EN)
Great parts of Beira, a delta city of Mozambique, are
flooded in the rainy season. Especially in the district of Chota
the
flooding causes nuisance, (economic) damage and
waterborne diseases. Chota is characterized by rice cultivation,
but urbanizes quickly by the expansion of Beira city. This
urbanization increases flooding and hampers climate change
adaptation.
From the GreenInfra4Beira project (a collaboration of Deltares,
Alterra, Wissing Urban Design and Witteveen+Bos) raises the
question of the potential of green-blue infrastructure in the
landscape of Chota, to reduce its flooding and improve the
liveability. As student landscape architecture I was asked
to investigate the landscape and design a green-blue
infrastructure for Chota.
Because there is little local knowledge about the landscape
and residents in Chota, a field work in Mozambique was
conducted, based among others on observations, interviews
and soil drillings. Results of the analysis show that Chota is a
peri-urban district that is built on former flat and clayey wetland,
interspersed with some vegetated sandy ridges and a coastline
on the sea-side. Interviews reveal that the residents want better
infrastructure, public facilities and get rid of the flooding with its
waterborne diseases. The flooding is the result of the low-lying
neighbourhood, insufficient capacity and blockings of canals
by unplanned urbanization.
Literature review shows that green-blue infrastructure could
reduce the flooding by providing space for (rain) water for
infiltration, detention, retention and conveyance. Green-blue
infrastructure is most effective when the life-supporting green
and blue areas are protected and linked along the water
network and built infrastructures, which will result in one network.

Together with the GreenInfra4Beira team, a participatory design
workshop was conducted to discuss the possible green-blue
measurements that would reduce the flooding. It also included
newly developed tools that provided an overview of greenblue measures (climate adaptation tool) and calculations of its
impact (3D-i) From the discussions with the residents it appears
that potential options for a green-blue infrastructure include:
(fruit) trees along roads and canals, retention ponds, infiltration
wells, canal improvement and a large retention base.
On the basis of the green-blue measures from the workshop, six
profiles were designed, one for every type of landscape (sand
ridge, caostal, wetland) or infrastructure (road, canal, plot)
These profiles together form an integrated green-blue network
on different scales, which would buffer the water and provide
many co-benefits like recreation and food-supply.
Although the field work needs more in detail research and
calculation for the effectivitiy of green-blue infrastructure,
this research showed that green-blue infrastructure is highly
potential. However, the buffering capacity on the landscape
is limited because the soils are clayey and the water level is
high. Green-blue infrastructure seems to be well accepted
by the people, because they like the natural, simple and
multifunctional structure.
Workshops with the residents and the visualization of the new
situation appear to be very helpful. The question is whether
the organic urbanization in Mozambique is able to take
green-blue infrastructure into account. If the approach is
more systematized and fit to the local situation, green-blue
infrastructure would have much potential for Beira and other
(African) delta-cities.
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Africa

Mozambique

Chota

Beira

Part l. Introduction

More extreme rainfall & droughts

Sea-level raise
Pungue river (harbor)

Beira

Urbanisation

Fig 1.1 pilot area: the neighbourhood Chota
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1. What is the problem?
1.1 Background and motivation
This thesis is linked to the GreenInfra4Beira project. This
project aims to solve the flooding problem in Chota
by means of a green-blue infrastructure. The project
is a collaboration of Dutch teams: Deltares, Alterra,
Witteveen&Bos, Wissing Urban Design, Flood Consult Adri
Verwey, with local partners like Universidade Catolica de
Mocambique. For the implementation of a green-blue
infrastructure in Chota, they needed someone to do field
study about the landscape, the people and the flooding.
Via Robbert Snep from Alterra, I was linked to the
GreenInfra4Beira project for field work (which is the first
part of this thesis). The second part of this thesis supposed
to show the potential of a green-blue infrastructure and
would be an inspiration for the GreenInfra4Beira project.
The GreenInfra4Beira itself is a follow up from the
Masterplan 2035 (2013) for Beira that was completed
in 2013. The Masterplan was financed by the Dutch
government because unplanned urban growth threatens
sustainable development. The urban population has
grown rapidly as it still does in Beira. The Masterplan aims
at sustainable development for a safe, prosperous and
beautiful city.
The Masterplan addresses amongst others, urban
stormwater as an urgent problem to tackle. It causes
serious urban flooding, soil erosion and damage to
infrastructure and human health and well-being.
Existing infrastructure will have to be improved and new

Fig 1.2 Beira in colonial times, build on a dune

infrastructure to be integrated in town expansian.
Green infrastructure is an innovative approach that helps
solve the stormwater problem as greening of the urban
environment increases the water retention and will reduce
soil erosion. Green infrastructure also enhances several
additional ecosystem services.
Chota became the test case for the green infrastructure
strategy (fig 1.1).
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Table 1.1 Themes of investigation (Inception report 2014)

Theme
Landlevels
Geology
Soils
Hydrogeology
Meteorology
Hydrology
Drainage
Sanitation
Drinking water
Water quality
Land use
Land ownership
Developments
Organisation maintenance watersystem
Information about waterborne diseases in Chota
Social and economic
information about the
inhabitants
Vegetation & ecology

Investigated
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Still needed information

permeability, soil type till 3 meter deep
groundwater levels, use of groundwater, wells
rainfall, evaporation
Watersheds, rivers. Also runoff area from airport to
Chota
maintenance situation, dimensions, locations, levels
(weirs, culverts, pumping stations) etc.
pumping stations, treatment stations, sources
pollution sites, quality of groundwater, water quality,
indication fresh and salt water
more detailled land use
landownership, right to plots
Information about building permits, waterplan
Organisation maintenance watersystem

Available information
DEM Beira
formation, class
vegetation, class, acidity, salt, depth, drainage

T10, T20 and T50 floodline
location of manholes, pipes
location of manholes, pipes
network (material and diamter), central tapping
points

land use
land rights
Expansion, development zones, drainage plans

Information about waterborne diseases in Chota
religion, demands, livelihood, value of ecosystems and Economic (masterplan)
vegetation types
vegetation types, conditions of the ecosystems, identification of species on what conditions

partly investigated

general identification

not investigated

1.2 Study area
Beira is the second largest city in Mozambique, located
in the delta where the Pungue river meets the Indian
ocean. The population was around 546,000 in 2006, but is
growing fast (there are no updated countings). The city
was founded on a narrow dune strip in 1887 and directly
developed by the Portuguese colonial government (fig
1.2). Mozambique gained its independency in 1975. The
city was originally designed for a maximum of 30.000
inhabitants, but later influx of the population made the
city expand, mostly in an unplanned way into the flood
prone areas with low ground levels and high ground water
tables. Because of the strategic location of Beira plus the
presence of a sea port, transport and logistics sector, the
city has great economic potential.
Chota is a district of Beira. The area is 7690000 m2. Chota
is mainly an agricultural area (2000 inhabitants), but since
2013 it is changing into an urban area. This thesis focuses
especially on the canalized area, because it is urbanizing
fast and need an integrated perspective (fig 1.3).

1.3 Problem statement
From an explorative field visit it appears that the flooding
in Chota is an annual problem, caused by heavy rainfall
in combination with an ill functioning drainage system
(Inception report, 2014).
Flooding is the most damaging natural disaster in the
world (Cooley, 2006). Major parts of Beira are flooded in
the rainy season, resulting in economic, environmental
and social problems. Every rainy season, large amounts
of water enters houses and mixes with the sewage. This
results in serious diseases, nuisance, infrastructural and

Fig 1.3 Focus area in Chota.

financial damage, keeping the people in bad and poor
circumstances.
Eventhough Chota is a flood-prone area it is urbanizing
very fast, replacing the vegetated areas into a built-up
area and obstructing natural flows and conditions. Loss
of the wetland makes it more difficult to manage the
stormwater. Especially the poor who cannot affort the
good places in the city are exposed to this flood-prone
areas.
Especially the canalized area (fig 1.3) is urbanizing fast.
The GreenInfra4Beira team proposes a big retention
area, but that is costly and might not be preferred by the
residents. Therefore, the focus in this thesis is to propose an
alternative plan.
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The effects of climate change result in rising sea-levels and
more extreme weather patterns such as the development
of powerful el-nino’s. These effects make the people and
the food production even more vulnerable to flooding
and storms in the near future.

1.4 Knowledge gap
There is hardly any physical and social information
available about Chota. However, knowledge about the
landscape and the people is essential to fit a green-blue
infrastructure into the landscape system that also is in line
with the needs and demands of the people.
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1.5 Objective & hypothesis
It is supposed that green-blue infrastructure has great
potential for Chota and other flooded areas that are in
threat of climate change and urbanization. The purpose
of this study is to explore this potential, both as approach
and multifunctional flood reduction tool in the landscape
of Chota.
The approach and design for Chota serves as a test case
and example for Beira and other delta cities of Africa
(and abroad) which are in threat of flooding and climate
change.

Some information is available from the masterplan
(Masterplan, 2013), but still much need to be investigated
such as soil, hydrology, vegetation and local information
from the residents (table 1.1). The study of Batista et al.
(2011) about the soil and sediments in and around Beira,
is one of the few studies done. Unfortunately these studies
are very general and not specific enough for the case of
Chota.

1.6 Research questions

Green infrastructure has successfully been applied in
Europe, Australie and the USA (Kazmierczak and Carter,
2010; Ahiablame et al., 2012), Although it is proven to be
successful in Portland and other areas it seems to have
no application (as concept) in developing countries. Can
green-blue infrastructure be successfully designed and
applied in Chota as well? How to integrate green-blue
infrastructure in this particular situation in Mozambique?
Would people welcome it? Could such a green-blue
infrastructure be part of the landscape? All these
questions ask for a test case to investigate the potential of
a green-blue infrastructure to reduce the flooding.

Subquestions for the field study:

To reach such a goal the following question is stated:
What is the potential of green-blue infrastructure in the
landscape of Chota to reduce its flooding and improve
the liveability?

1. What are the landscape characteristics?
2. What are the needs and demands of the residents?
3. What is the cause and impact of the flooding?
Subquestions for the green-blue infrastructure design:
4. How does green-blue infrastructure work (for Chota)?
5. Which green-blue measures are supported by residents?
6. How to integrate a green-blue infrastructure?

Now:
flooding problem
Urbanization and Climate
change

Future:
more problems

Intervene with Green-blue infrastructure
improves liveability

Fig 1.4 What will happen without intervention?
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2. Methodological framework
2.1 Worldview and knowledge claim
Before diving in this research it is important to consider my
worldview. A worldview is like a lens through which we
look at the world, bringing focus on particular features.
It describes the assumption about the general nature of
reality (ontology) and the nature and status of knowledge
(epistemology) (Silverman, 2013). My worldview as
landscape architect is described in chapter 3.1
This study uses a pragmatic knowledge claim. Pragmatism
is problem oriented and therefore uses pluralistic claims
and approaches (Creswell, 2009). Depended on the
study object, the following knowledge claims are used: a
postpositivist claim to understand the biophysical nature,
a constructivist claim to understand people’s perception
and a participatory claim to make a united ‘voice’ during
the workshops.
This research is a case study (Chota), using mixed
methods (quantitative and qualitative data collection
methods)

2.2 Research strategy and approaches
The overall strategy and stepping plan in this research is:
1. To analyse the landscape conditions
2. To analyse peoples needs, problems and lifestyle
3. To analyse the flooding and land use suitability
4. To review the literature on the working of green-blue
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infrastructure, and adapt a strategy/principles and storm
water measures that can be used for Chota.
5. To discuss the relevance of these principles and
measures with the residents
6. To apply these green-blue infrastructure principles and
measures for stormwater management into the landscape
of Chota.
The relations between these steps are visualized in fig 2.1.
This research strategy is framed on the landscape based
deisgn approach and ecosystem services concept.
The landscape based design approach is a basic
approach in landscape architecture (chapter 3.1).
This approach uses the landscape as basis for design
decisions. Within this approach different models, methods
and concepts are used to get a better grip on the
landscape. This report includes the layer analysis, suitability
analysis, landscape units and ‘research through design’.
The ecosystem services concept provides a valuable
framework for analyzing the landscape and acting on
the linkages between people and their environment
(ES, 2005; chapter 3.5). The landscape provides (supply)
certain ecosystem services for the people (demand).
The demand and supply is organized according the
ecosystem services framework. These ecosystem services
are used as guideline by the design of the profiles.

1. Landscape

4. Green-blue infrastructure

2. People

Literature review

Where?

Layer analysis
observations
mapping
interviews

Occupation

Biotic

vegetationsamples

Abiotic

soil drillings
watersamples

What?

Lifestyle
Interviews
Workshop

Problems
Needs

Landscape
units

How?

Strategy, principles & measures

Concept

photodrawings

3-day workshop

social inclusion

5. Workshop

Landscape units

Selected measures
from workshop

Ecosystem services

Conditions
Provisioning services

Provisioning services

Regulating services

demands people

Regulating services

Cultural services

Profiles

Cultural services

carrying capacity
ecosystem

Suitability
Urbanization...
Flooding

3. Flooding
Suitability analysis
fit to landscape?

Research
through
design

6. Design

interviews,
google earth ‘countings’

google earth
interviews,
observations
literature

Synthesis

Masterplan

does it solve the flooding?

Fig 2.1 Methodological framework
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2.3. Quantitative data collection methods
Suitability analysis
The concept of land suitability for particular uses is
developed by Ian McHarg and described in his book
‘Design with Nature’ (1696).
The suitability analysis is a way to determine which type
of land use is suitable for which part of the land. Types of
land use include, for example, housing, gardens, rice fields
or certain types of green-blue infrastructures.

Soil samples are gathered through soil drillings. The
soil drillings are 3 meter deep whereby every 50 cm is
analysed on structure (sand or clay), colour and wetness
(to indicate water level). Soil drillings are done between
two landscape units, to reveal the transition zone.
WATER SAMPLES

The area is divided in units on the basis of soil type
and flooding exposure (somehow similar to landscape
units, but more detailed). So every unit has a certain soil
type (sand/clay/sand-clay) and has a certain flooding
exposure (permanently/seasonally/not). The units can be
coloured for suitability with colours (red for not suitable,
orange for partly suitable and green for suitable).

Water samples are taken from the wells or surface
water. In the laboratory, the water is checked on salinity,
conductivity and pH. Also the well depth, water level
and surrounded type of soil were measured. Additional
samples taken in November provided insight in the
change of salinity during the year. This analysis can
provide information about the water quality, water flow,
water level, pollution and fresh water bubble.

Suitability for green-blue infrastructure is done on the basis
of height (relative place in the watershed), soil type and
water flows/infrastructures.

VEGETATION SAMPLES

SOIL DRILLINGS
The soil drillings reveal the characteristics of the soil and
waterlevel, a very important indicator of the abiotic layer.
The soil, water quality and vegetation are measured
by means of sampling. Before the samples are taken,
a landscape unit map on the basis of a google earth
map is made. A landscape unit is an area with common
characteristics (such as same soil type and vegetation
types). This assumption reduces drastically the amount of
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samples to be taken, because it can be assumed that the
whole landscape unit is the ‘same’. In every landscape
unit at least 3 samples are taken to confirm the viability of
this assumption.

The vegetation is determined by samples taken from the
field. One sample equals 50x50 m2. The samples are taken
around an average looking vegetation structure in a
respective landscape unit. In the square all the different
trees, shrubs and crops are identified and counted,
but grasses only in degree (%) of cover. This reveals
the vegetation type per landscape unit, an important
indication of soil type, wetness and species use.

Table 2.1 Overview of methods related to the research questions

Research question
1.1 Landscape characteristics

1.2 People

Topic
Soil types
Water quality & salinity
Vegetation types

Method (quantity)
Soil drillings (36)
Water samples (20)
Vegetation samples (21)

Result
Soil map (clay or sand)
Salinity map, water depth
Vegetation types and use

Land use

Google earth map,
observations, interviews
Categorizations
Semi-structured interviews (10),
group discussion
Structured interviews (25),
ecosystem services, google
earth map
Height map combined with soil
map and watershed map
Systematic field observation

Land use map

Landscape units
Lifestyle & problems
Basic needs and land use

1.3 Flooding

Watershed/flow
Water/canal capacity &
blockings
Severity & cause flooding

2. Green-blue infrastructure

Impact & solutions flooding
What, why, how?

Height map, field observations,
interviews
Interviews
Literature review

3. Planning & design

Where?
Choosing the measurements

Suitability analysis
Workshop

Designing profiles
Bring together profiles

Research through design
Synthesis

Quantitative

Landscape unit map & section
Description, list of problems
Table of food and source mape

Water flow map
Map with blockings
Flooding map and section

Design principles and
explanatory drawings
Suitability map
Overview of measurements and
calculations
Profiles and elaborations
Masterplan

Qualitative
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2.4 Qualitative data collection methods
LITERATURE REVIEW
Literature is reviewed about green-blue infrastructure
and related concepts with the search terms: ‘green
infrastructure’, ‘green-blue infrastructure’, ‘ecosystem
services’,
‘stormwater
management’,
‘landscape
architecture/urban planning’.
Workshops
The workshop is a method to conduct information in
collaboration with the people. Two workshops were
given, one in June 2014 to discuss problems. Another
in November 2014 to discuss green-blue infrastructure
solutions and relevance of the measures for Chota.
Residents, with special attention to tribal elders, woman
and civil servants were asked to participate in the
workshop. The first workshop was focused on the problems
of Chota. The second workshop was a 3-day ‘design’
workshop (chapter 8). In this workshop the climate
adaptation tool (overview of green-blue measures) and
3Di (calculations on the impact) were used.
SURVEY
Residents (we just met) and local authorities were
questioned by means of surveys. The surveys provided
quantitative information about the flooding height and
other relevant information (chapter 5).
MAP STUDIES
Maps are rarely available about Beira. Most maps in this
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study are produced by myself. However, some maps
where very helpful as basic layer: the google earth
map and elevation map (conducted by an air plane).
The google earth map provided information about the
landscape patterns and historical developments (from
present back to the year 2000).
OBSERVATIONS
The 2 months field study in Chota (Beira) in June and
July provided a complete image and atmosphere of
the place. Besides the sampling and interviews, also the
landscape was observed. The entire channel/drainage
was controlled by blockings, by walking along it. The
people were observed by their lifestyle (way of house
construction, social habits, used materials). Patterns from
google earth were observed in the field for it’s actual land
use. It should be noted that land use changes throughout
the seasons, so the observations in June and July 2014 will
provide only information from one season.
INTERVIEWS
Semi-structured interviews were taken randomly in Chota.
People were interviewed about their lifestyle, how they
use the land, problems and opportunities and quest
for change (Simon, 2014). The language barrier from
Portuguese to English was solved by a local translator.

Fig 2.2 Map with sample indications of soil (red), water (blue-white), vegetation (green) and interviews (curved blue).
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2.5 Research process

2.6 Limitations

See the flow diagram in fig 2.3. The first step in the
research process was the definition of the problem. The
problem definition was formulated by the Masterplan
2035 and an explorative field visit by partners of the
GreenInfra4Beira project.

Some notions must be made to expose the reliability and
limitations of this study.

The second step was a field study in Chota in june and
july 2014. The aim of this research was to get more
detailed information about the landscape, the people
and the problem. The result of this field study is analysed
afterwards and joined in a field report (Simon, 2014),
which is used for the GreenInfra4Beira project.
A literature review was done to investigate the potential
of green-blue infrastructure for Chota. Literature review is
done again and again in a cyclical process.
In the autumn of 2014 a 3-day participative workshop
was conducted in Mozambique to discuss the ideas for a
green-blue infrastructure design to reduce the flooding. A
summarized presentation is presented at the municipality
and also included in this report.
During the year 2015 (part time) a design is made out of
the field work and the workshop. In the summer a scientific
article has been written and in the autumn that year the
work was presented at a congres in Kenya.
Concluding notion with discussion were done in the winter
and spring of 2016 and the final report and presentation in
April 2016.
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Data collection from the field were just for exploration
and are not reliable for local use. For example, just 36 soil
drillings were done on 7690000 square meters. Moreover
these soil drillings vary in depth (1-3 meter) and are
analysed on very rough indications of soil type (sand
or clay). Also the soil drillings are not done everywhere,
assuming that the landscape units are the same. So the
information is useful as indication, but not as systematic
overview.
The ecosystem services as assessment tool and framework
is just used for the organization of results from the
landscape and the people. It is translated from practical
services into an ecosystem services category. Therefore
results may be missing or not in the right category.
Furthermore the landscape as in the landscape analysis
is not assessed by an expert. However for this study it
provides enough information to indicate a certain value.
Data collection methods are taken in June and July.
However, conditions may change during the seasons of
year. Also very few measures are taken outside Chota.
Data collection should also be taken in other seasons to
get an accurate picture.
Due to difficulties in the preparation and during the field
study, the interviews were not classified in stakeholders or
income. Therefore the results likely provide a too general
or false average from the results.

Problem definition

Exploration

Field study

1.

Landscape

2.

Literature
review

5.

People

3.

Flooding

Green-blue strategies &
Measures

Workshop
Where in Chota?
6.

Research
through design

Profiles
Masterplan

Conclusion &
Discussion

Fig 2.3 Research process

RQ

Conclusion & Discussion
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3. Conceptual framework
3.1 Landscape architecture
“Landscape architecture is the discipline devoted
to understand and shape the landscape and, as
a profession, provides site planning, design, and
management advice to improve the landscape for
human benefit” (Murphy, 2005).
Landscape architects perceive the landscape as a
complex of physical, biological and cultural systems and
processes. The model of Duchhart shows how the natural
systems and social systems come together, resulting in the
socio-physical organisation of the landscape (fig 3.1).
A useful tool to analyse the landscape is the triplex model
also called the layer-cake model (Duchhart, 2007 or
ABC model (Ahern, 2007). It distinguishes the landscape
in the abiotic, biotic and occupation layer. The abiotic
layer (soil, topography, hydrology) determines for a great
extend the biotic layer (vegetation, wildlife) and the
cultural layer (land use), but also interact with each other.
Part of landscape architecture is to analyse these, often
not directly visible, landscape systems and processes as
basis for the design.
“Design is our way of managing the ongoing process of
change to enhance quality of life and create meaningful
and compelling places as setting for human activity”
(ECLAS in Murphy, 2005). Landscape architecture values
aesthetics, functionality, cultural identity, sustainability
and social equity (Murphy, 2005). Landscape architects
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Fig 3.1 Model Duchhart (2007)

have a strong emphasis on ecological processes of the
landscape, depending on the geographical conditions,
to ascertain the protection of ecological processes and
sustainable development (Vroom in Duchhart, 2007).
Koh (1988) argues that to see and experience is to know,
and to know is to care. So landscape elements and
ecological processes in daily life and ordinary places
should be as experience-able and visible as possible.
Landscape architects increasingly are involved in
(environmental) global issues such as human health
and well-being, climate change, water, energy, spatial
quality, disappearance of the boundaries between cities
and countryside, mixing of different cultures, fight against
hunger and poverty and the promotion of social equality
(Van den Brink & Bruns, 2014).

1. Landscape

4. Green-blue infrastructure

2. People

Green-blue infrastructure
Landscape architecture
The research and design of outdoor
spaces to satisfy human needs based on
the ecology of the landscape

Participatory
planning

Green-blue infrastructure is a strategically planned network
of (semi-) natural areas designed and managed to deliver
a wide range of ecosystem services (Assessment, 2005)

Planning together with
the community

SUDS

Cor

Ecosystem services
The benefits people obtain from
ecosystems (regulating, provisioning,
cultural & habitat)

Ingrid
Carmen

5. Workshop

Sustainable Urban Drainage
Systems

Robbert

3. Flooding
6. Design

Fig 3.2 Used concepts and approaches and their relations to each other
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3.2 Urbanization, Climate change and
Flooding: a global issue
Flooding is the most damaging natural disaster in
the world (Cooley, 2006). Africa’s rapid growth and
urbanization in delta area’s is facing a serious threat.
Especially the poor communities live in the most
hazardous and unhealthy environments in urban areas.
Many build their homes and grow their food on floodplains
(Douglas, 2008). The poorest countries and the poorest
people within them are most vulnerable, being the most
exposed and having the least means to adapt (Woods,
2006).
Floods are natural phenomena. It is a disaster because
of the way people have built in flood-prone areas. Flood
risk will continue to rise, due to population growth in floodprone areas, climate change contributes to more intense
storms, and the aging of flood-management infrastructure
(Opperman, 2014).

levels and more frequent/intense extreme weather,
such as heavy rainstorms, flooding, fires, hurricanes,
tropical storms and El Nino events (Douglas 2008).
Tropical rainstorms are highly localized, intense and short
of duration. All too often drains and culverts cannot
cope such flash floods (Douglas, 2008). There is likely an
increase in rainfall in December, January and February in
equatorial East Africa (IPCC, 2007).

3.3 Green(-blue) infrastructure
DEFINITION
A contemporary and promising concept for urban areas
for flood reduction and climate change adaptation is
green infrastructure. Green infrastructure preserves and
creates natural landscape features that work with nature
to reduce the storm water runoff from sources.
Benedict & McMahon (2006) define Green Infrastructure

Urbanization restricts where floodwater can go by
covering large parts of the ground with impermeable
roofs, roads and pavements, thus obstructing natural
channels, and by building drains that ensure that
water moves more rapidly than it did under natural
conditions (Douglas, 2008). It reduces vegetated surfaces
that among others provide shading, food provision,
evaporative cooling, rainwater interception, storage
and infiltration functions (fig 3.3). A significant increase in
built-up areas is expected. Angel et al. (2005) estimated
that in the year 2000 urban areas covered 400.000 km2
of the global surface and that this figure will be 2.5 times
greater by 2030.
Climate change rises temperature, causing rising sea
Fig 3.3 Green infrastructure allows water to infiltrate.
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(GI) as an interconnected network of green space that
conserves natural ecosystem values and functions and
provides associated benefits to human populations.
Hansen & Pauleit (2014) summarizes 8 principles for greenblue infrastructure:
- integration with other infrastructures
- multifunctionality (co-benefits)
- connectivity between green and blue spaces
- multi-scale (from plot, community, regional to national)
- multi-object (different kind of green and blue spaces)
- strategic for long term benefits while flexible
- social inclusion (participatory)
- transdisciplinary (different disciplines and stakeholders)

et al. (2006) that links the quality of GI elements with the
connectivity of the GI network (fig 3.5). Chota seems to
be especially a place were conservation is needed to
develop a green-blue infrastructure.
Green infrastructure is a not a new idea. It has roots in
planning and conservation efforts that started 150 years
ago. Green infrastructure has its origins in two important
concepts: (1) linking parks and other green spaces for
the benefit of people, and (2) preserving and linking
natural areas to benefit biodiversity and counter habitat

Hansen & Pauleit (2014) adapted a matrix from Davies

Fig 3.4 The evolution of the application of green infrastructure based on
Fletcher et al. (2015)

Fig 3.5 Decision support matrix based on the connectivity of the greenblue network and the quality of its elements (Hansen & Pauleit, 2014).
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fragmentation (Benedict & McMahon, 2006). Green
infrastructure was first used in 1960 for flood mitigation, but
emerged in a multifunctional measure for a wide range of
ecosystem services (Fletcher et al. 2015) (fig 3.4).

implement, is comparatively inexpensive (fig 3.6), flexible,
has broad public appeal, and is politically benign (Bowler,
2010; Byrne & Yang, 2009 in Matthews et al., 2015; Lennon,
2014).

THE VALUE OF GREEN (-BLUE) INFRASTRUCTURE

An example of a case study in the Oriental Sun City show
that green-blue infrastructure reduces the amount of
runoff that leaves the site, by bio-retention and swales
(Che et al., 2014).

Grey measures - e.g. concrete structures, underground
drainpipes, pumping stations - tend to be effective but
mono-functional and rigid. Green infrastructure aims at
multifunctionality. That is the intertwining or combination
of different functions and thus using limited space more
effectivily (Ahern, 2011). Green and blue measures make
use of natural processes, are self adaptive and provide
significant co-benefits (Voskamp & Van de Ven, 2015).
Green-blue infrastructure appears to be relative quick to

3.4 Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems
Green-blue infrastructure remains a broad and elusive
concept, because the term can be used for regional or
national ecological networks, green space networks for
urban areas as well as local storm water management
projects (Hansen & Pauleit, 2014).
Urban blue spaces and Sustainable Urban Drainage
Systems (SUDS) in particular, provide valuable ecosystems
services too. Green infrastructure cannot be separated
from blue infrastructure as green depends on the
availability of water in times of drought and extreme heat
(Voskamp & Van de Ven, 2015).
There are several processes that can be used to manage
and control runoff from developed areas: (a) infiltration,
(b) detention/attenuation, (c) conveyance and (d) water
harvesting (Woods et al., 2007).
Vegetated areas allow (a) infiltration. Examples include
infiltration basins, retention basins, swales, pervious
pavements and green strips. Vegetated areas and water
elements work as (b) detention or water harvesting,
examples include wetlands, green roofs and other water
elements (Woods et al. 2007). Green infrastructures and

Fig 3.6 Hoboken (2013) Green Infrastructure Strategic Plan
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Whole of urban water cycle
management

Green (-blue)
Infrastructure

Integrated Urban Water
Management
Low Impact Design

Focus

Sustainable Urban Drainage
Systems (SUDS)
Source
control

Best Management Practices
(BMP’s)

Urban stormwater
management
Specific techniques

Concepts

Broad principles

Specificity

Fig 3.7 The place of SUDS within Green-blue infrastructure (Fletcher et al., 2015)
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waterways could (c) conveyance water where necessary.

3.5 Green infrastructure & Ecosystem services
Ecosystems are the planet’s life support systems for the
human species and all other forms of life (Assessment,
2005). Human biology has a fundamental need for food,
water, clean air, shelter and relative climate constancy.
Other health benefits include those derived from having
a full complement of species, intact watersheds, climate
regulation and genetic diversity. Stresses on freshwater
sources, food producing systems and climate regulation
could cause major adverse health impacts (Assessment,
2005).
The world can be divided in the following ecosystems:
(Maes et al., 2013).
- (Urban)
- Forest
- Cropland and grassland
- Rivers and lakes
- Wetland
- Transitional waters and marine inlets
- Coastal
- Shelf
- Ocean
Every ecosystem has its own typical services. These
services are organized in four groups (Assessment, 2005)
(Fig 3.9):
- Regulating functions
- Provisioning functions
- Cultural services
- Habitat and supporting services
For this thesis I used the framework of Maes et al. (2013),
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Fig 3.8 Cascade model for linking ecosystems to human well-being
(Haines-Young and Potschin, 2010 and de Groot et al,. 2010)

because it is spatially explicit and appears practical to use
(table 3.1, 3.2, 3.3).
The relation of ecosystem services with green-blue
infrastructure seems to be promosing, as ES research shed
light on the interrelations between social and ecological
systems and the integration of stakeholder perspectives
in assessments (Diaz et al. 2011 and Ernstson, 2013 in
Hansen & Pauleit, 2014). The multiple functions of greenblue infrastructure can offer benefits for humans, for
instance, in relation to human health or social cohesion,
and likewise secure intact ecological systems (Tzoulas et
al. 2007).
Haines-Young and Potschin (2010) provide a useful
cascade model (fig 3.8) that shows the interlinkage
between biophysical structures or processes (e.g.
wetland) and functions. Functions can be the origin of
services for humans (e.g. flood protection). These services
lead to human benefit and valuation of those services
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Fig 3.9 Ecosystem Services, model by Erika Rueda Arbesu, based on De Groot et al. (2010), with drawings by Cor Simon
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(e.g., willingness to pay for wetland protection) (Hansen &
Pauleit, 2014).
Hansen and Pauleit (2014) discuss in their paper a
framework for the integration of green infrastructure
and ecosystem services. First, each landscape unit or
ecosystem type provides a particular condition and
ecosystem services. Landscape units are identified
through landscape analysis. Second, societal needs
are identified by interviews and workshops, Third, these
supplies and demands are brought together and supports
the choice of green-blue infrastructure as multifunctional
merit.

Table 3.1 Provisioning services (adapted from Meas et al., 2013)
Division

Group

Class

Nutrition

Biomass

Cultivated crops
Reared animals and their outputs
Wild plants, algae and their output
Plants and algeu from in-situ aquaculture
Animals from in-situ aquaculture

Water

Ground water for drinking
Materials
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Biomass

Fibres and other materials from plants, algae
and animals for direct use or processing
Materials from plants, algae and animals for
agricultural use

3.6 The Casco concept
The casco concept is a useful addition to the greenblue infrastructure concept. The casco concept orders
function in high dynamics and low dynamics of the
landscape. The casco concept orders functions in high
dynamics and low dynamics of the landscape (Sijmons,
1991). Land uses such as urbanization and agriculture
have high dynamics, whereas natural areas, forests and
water reservoirs have low dynamics. The power of the
casco concept is that it preserves low dynamic function
that is life supporting. While it remains flexible to change
on the high dynamic places.

Surface water for drinking

Genetic materials from all biota
Water

Surface water for non-drinking purposes
Ground water for non-drinking purposes

Energy

Biomass-based
energy sources

Plant-based resources

Mechanical
energy

Animal-based energy

Animal-based resources

Table 3.2 Cultural services (adapted from Meas et al., 2013)

Table 3.3 Regulating services (adapted from Meas et al., 2013)

Division

Group

Class

Division

Physical and
intellectual
interactions with
biota, ecosystems,
and land-/
seascapes

Physical and
experiential
interactions

Experiential use of plants, animals
and land-/seascapes in different
environmental settings. And
physical use of land-/seascapes in
different environmental settings

Mediation of
Mediation by
waste, toxics and biota
other nuisances

Intellectual and
representative
interactions

Scientific, educational, heritage,
cultural, entertainment and
aesthetic

Spiritual, symbolic
and other
interactions with
biota, ecosystems,
and land-/
seascapes

Spiritual and/or
emblematic

Symbolic and sacred and/or
religious

Other cultural
outputs

Existence and bequest

Group

Mediation by
ecosystems

Class
Bio-remediation by micro organisms, algae,
plants, and animals
Filtration/sequestration/storage/
accumulation by micro-organisms algae,
plants and animals
Filtration/sequestration/storage/
accumulation by ecosystems
Dillution by atmosphere, freshwater and
marine ecosystems

Mediation of
flows

Mass flows

Mass stabilisation and control of erosion
rates
Buffering and attenuation of mass flows

Liquid flows

Hydrological cycle and water flow
maintenance
Flood protection

Maintenance
of physical,
chemical,
biological
conditions

Gaseous / air
flows

Storm protection

Lifecycle
maintenance,
habitat and gene
pool protection

Pollination and seed dispersal

Pest and disease
control

Pest control

Soil formation and
composition

Weathering processes

Water conditions

Chemical condition of freshwaters

Ventilation and transpiration
Maintaining nursery populations and
habitats

Disease control
Decomposition and fixing processes
Chemical conditions of salt water

Atmospheric
composition and
climate regulation

Global climate regulation by reduction of
greenhouse gas concentrations
Micro and regional climate regulations
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1. Landscape
Layer analysis

4. Green-blue infrastructure

2. People
Lifestyle
Problems
Needs

Strategy, principles & measures

5. Workshop

Landscape units
Ecosystem services

Profiles

3. Flooding
Suitability

6. Design

Urbanization...
Masterplan
Flooding

Concept

Selected measures
from workshop

Part ll. Field study

4. The landscape
4.1 Introduction

4.2 Abiotic layer

The landscape is the visible part of the earth. But this
visible part is determined by the often invisible mutual
relationships of soil, relief, water, climate, flora, fauna and
human factors.

If we strip the landscape from its life, we will get the
naked, abiotic layer. This layer determines the vegetation,
wildlife and human use. To reveal this layer, we did soil
drillings until 3 meter deep and measured the soil type
and water level). Depth of the wells, salinity and water
level is investigated by water samples.

To design a green-blue infrastructure it is essential to know
the landscape, especially factors and conditions that
are not directly visible but determine water flows, the
permeability of the soil and the ecological value.
A widely accepted model to reveal these invisible
relationships is the ABC/layer cake model (Ndubisi, 2002;
Ahern, 1995, 2007; Duchhart, 2007) (fig 4.1). This model
divides the landscape hierarchically. Starting with the
abiotic layer (e.g. sandy soil), which heavily influences the
biotic layer (e.g. growth of lemon trees), which influences
the occupation layer (plantage of lemon trees). So, often
we can ‘read’ the invisible subsoil through its land use and
vegetation type, once we know these relationships.
The analysis focuses on the knowledge of the landscape
that is needed to apply a green-blue infrastructure:
- Abiotic: soil type and permeability, water flow, water
level and salinity
- Biotic: vegetation typology and use, ecosystem type
- Cultural: use of the land, water/flood control
Duchhart (2007) uses landscape units to get a better grip
on the landscape. A landscape unit is an area that show
similar characteristics (mainly formed by the subsoil).
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SOIL
To choose the right kind of green-blue infrastructure, we
have to know the soil. Is the soil permeable? Where can
we find what kind of soil? What kind of vegetation grows
on which type of soil?
Most of the soil drillings are done at transitions from one
landscape unit to another. Some soil drillings are done to
check the assumption of the landscape units. After the
drillings, a generalization is made and visualized into a
map.
Results of the soil drilligs show that there are in general two
types of soils: clay (impermeable) and sand (permeable).
3 meter deep soil drillings reveal that the clay is 2-3 meter
thick. This layer of clay is alternated with sand ridges and a
coastal line of sand (fig 4.2).
Conversations with Arnoud Temme revealed that the sand
ridges are probably former dunes, formed by a dynamic
coastline more inlands (fig 4.3, 4.4), The clay is formed by
thousands of years of deposits from frequent floods.

Layer analysis
Surveys
Cultural

Biotic

Abiotic

Square
50x50 m
Vegetation samples

observations

Landscape units
Soil drillings and
water samples

Fig 4.1 Model and methods for the landscape analysis
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Fig 4.2 Location of the soil drillings and the results; clay or sand
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Sand deposits
from rock

Flooding area
fluvial deposits: clay

Pungue river

Sand ridges
River mouth:
interplay with ocean
Possible former coastlines

Ocean stream:
forces landform

Fig 4.3 The sand ridges are possibly possible dunes caused by a coastline more inlands (based on Batista (2011), interviews and google earth.
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Fig 4.4 The pattern of soils, this map supports the findings from the field study (Batista et al. 2011).
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WATER
Water samples are taken from wells and from surface
waters. The water samples show the salinity and the water
level in the wells. Together with the water levels from the
soil drillings they show the water tables in the area. Water
tables are necessary for the indication of water flows and
the level that water can be buffered/flooded until it is
saturated.
Water samples from the wells on the sand ridges and
dunes appear to be fresh, while water from wells in the
clayey area appear to be brackish (fig 4.9, table 4.1).

4.6 The sand ridges and dunes contain a fresh water bubble.

Rainfall on the sand ridges will infiltrate into the sand (if
it is not too much urbanized). This infiltrated rain water
‘floats’ on salty water, resulting in a fresh water bubble in
the sand ridges and the coastal dunes (fig 4.6). So water
tapped in sand ridges and dunes should be fresh to a
certain extend.
The water level is close to the surface in the clayey areas,
while deep in the sand ridges (table 4.1).

Fig 4.5 Left: a well in the clay. Right: a traditional well in the sand

4.7 Waterfall per month in Beira (www.weather-and-climate.com)

4.8 Water remains on the clay after the rain
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Fig 4.9 Locations of the water samples, taken from the wells and surface water
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Table 4.1 Overview of results from the water samples
number

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

Type

well

well

surface

well

well

well

well

well

well

well

surface

canal

surface

surface

well

surface

well

well

canal

Ocean

Soil Type clay

sand

sand

sand/
clay

clay

sand/
clay

sand

clay

clay

clay

clay

sand

sand/
clay

unknown

clay

sand/
clay

sand

pH

7.3

7.5

7.2

6.6

7.5
Nov: 8

7.4
Nov: 7

7.7

6.5

6.5

7

7.1

6.9

7.9

7.3

8
Nov: 5

7

7.5

7.6

Water
level

80

200

250

120

200

100

120

120

120

150

100

220

Depth
well

500

280

350

150

210

450

170

300

200

500

250

420

Conductivity (mS/
cm)

6.27

0.433

0.311

1

1.83
Nov:
14.28

0.954
Nov:
2.46

0.594

3.59

1

0.615

1.001

0.524

1.338

0.443

0.463

0.181
Nov:
0.195

0.421
Nov:
0.342

4.42

4.44

Chloride 3254.3
(mg/L
de Cl)

354.5

283.6

567.2

283.6

311.9

205.6

1410.9

425.4

311.9

560.1

283.6

524.7

177.2

354.5

283.6

354.5

2119.9

14463.6

Salinity

brack

brack/
fresh

brack/ brack/
fresh
fresh

brack/ brack/
fresh
fresh

fresh

brack

brack/ brack/ brack/
fresh
fresh
fresh

brack/ brack/
fresh
fresh

fresh

brack/ brack/ brack/ brack
fresh
fresh
fresh

saline

Altitude
(m)

4

6

2

6

4

5

7

4

4

5

4

3

6

5

8

5

7

7

4

0

2

2.3

1.8

1.2

2.7

3.7

2.6

1.6

1

0.5

1.6

0.1

0.2

1.2

2.3

2.5

3.1

3

0

Distance 1.5
to coast
(km)

8.1
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4.3 Biotic layer
The biotic layer, vegetation and wildlife is mainly
determined by the abiotic layer (and climate). Visible
patterns of vegetation reflect often invisible patterns of
soil type and water in the abiotic layer. The vegetation
plays a key role in ecosystem services. For example in the
provisioning of food or the buffering of water.

Square
50x50 m

VEGETATION
Vegetation types and its abundance per species is
counted by soil samples in every landscape type (fig
4.10). This inventory show that Chota has three general
vegetation types (fig 4.13):
- hydrophylic grasses, associated with wetlands and
cultivated species like rice and sweet potato.
- trees on the sand ridges such as coconut, fruit trees and
crop gardens on its flanks.
- typical grasses, coconut and wildlife on the dunes along
the coastline.
Categorization of the vegetation samples resulted in
a list of plants per landscape unit (table 4.2). There is a
striking relationship between the abiotic layer and the
biotic layer; trees grow exactly on the sandy ridges (fig
4.11). Coconut, Mango, and Cassava dominate the sand
ridges. Rice cultivation and sweet potato dominate the
wetlands. Coconut and Whistling pine the coastal dunes.

Amount
51
3
2
3
2
15
2
1
13

Species
Trees
Cashew tree
Chinee apple
Lemon tree / orange
Sugar-apple
Mango
Apple guave
Avocado
Coconut

WILDLIFE
Wildlife is not investigated. Nevertheless, a unique
biodiverse place was discovered (fig 4.12). A place where
fresh water is trapped between dunes.
Fig 4.10 Example of a vegetation sample with counted species
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Fig 4.11 Trees grow exactly on the sandy ridges.

Fig 4.12 Much wildlife is founded by sample Vl (fig 4.13}.
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Fig 4.13 Map with locations of the vegetation samples.
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Table 4.2 List of species and abundance based on the list of most important species and the 50x50 m2 samples

Trees

Built wetland

Sand
ridge

Square

ll, lll, X,
XlV, XV,
XVl, XVll

lV, (V), Xl, Vll, Vlll, lX l, Vl
Xll, Xlll,
XVlll

Coconut

4

33

0

6

43

Mango

6

32

0

0

38

Palm

24

1

0

2

27

Chinee apple

2

11

0

0

13

Sugar apple

1

9

0

0

10

Whistling pine

0

0

0

10

10

Papaya

0

9

0

0

9

Lemon tree

0

9

0

0

9

Apple-guave

1

7

0

0

8

Cashew tree

1

3

0

0

4

Eucalyptus

3

1

0

0

4

Moringa

3

1

0

0

4

Natal mahogany 0

3

0

0

3

Avocado

0

2

0

0

2

Mountain apple

1

1

0

0

2

Acacia

2

0

0

0

2

Soursop

0

2

0

0

2

Fig

0

1

0

0

1

over 200 species found!

Wetland

Coastal

Total

Shrubs

Built wetland

Sand
ridge

Square

ll, lll, X,
XlV, XV,
XVl, XVll

lV, (V), Xl, Vll, Vlll, lX l, Vl
Xll, Xlll,
XVlll

Cassava

26

59

0

0

85

Sugarcane

27

21

0

0
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Okra

5

10

0

0

15

Banana

11

1

0

0

12

Bamboo

0

11

0

0

11

Pineapple

0

3

0

0

3

Bean

3

0

0

0

3

Crops (m2)

Built wetland

Sand
ridge

Wetland

Coastal

Total

Square

ll, lll, X,
XlV, XV,
XVl, XVll

lV, (V), Xl, Vll, Vlll, lX l, Vl
Xll, Xlll,
XVlll

Rice

3200

0

3750

0

6950

Sweet potato

217

300

50

0

567

Tomato

13

0

50

0
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Cabbage

8

0

20

0

28

Lettuce

5

0

20

0

25

Pumpkin

23

0

0

0

23

Maize

10

0

0

0

10

Taro

1

1

1

0

3

Beans

3

0

0

0

3

Onion

2

0

0

0

2

Eggplant

1

0

0

0

1

Carrot

1

0

0

0

1

Wetland

Coastal

Total
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4.4 Occupation layer
The occupation layer is determined by the google earth
map and observations from the field.
Primary school

LAND USE
Chota’s land use is mainly rice cultivation, although great
parts are urbanized and other parts remain wetland (fig
4.15). The sand ridges that alternate the wetland/rice
fields are covered with (fruit) trees and houses. These sand
ridges also contain some special places such as a primary
school, city park and cemetery (fig 4.14), the Chinese
hotel is located in the wetland along the dunes.
The land use has been changed over time and recently
very fast. Images from google earth show a great shift
from agricultural fields into housing plots in not more then
10 years (fig 6.11).

City park

INFRASTRUCTURES
A canel is made by the portuguese, which drains a large
area for agricultural purposes (fig 4.15, 4.17). The main
canals are named from A0-A3. This is also the area of the
new housing developments. Infrastructures connect the
airport with the beach, city centre and harbor (4.16, 4.17).
Many other roads in Chota are not paved, but develop
quick.

Cemetery

Energy, water pipes and other networks are not
investigated, but it is known that parts have water and
energy connection (especially the sand ridges), others
networks are in development.
Fig 4.14 Special places in Chota >
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Chinese hotel

Fig 4.15 Land use Beira, based on field observations (2014) and patterns from google earth (2015).
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Airport

Harbor

City centre
Beach

Fig 4.16 Land use of Beira and indication of water flows.
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A2

A1

A3

A0

Fig 4.17 Infrastructures of Chota: roads and canal system.
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4.5 Conclusion: Landscape units
By matching the abiotic, biotic and occupation together
there are obvious patterns and relationships visible. Places
with the same characteristics, often based on the abiotic
layer are generalized in landscape units. Four landscape
units are recognized (fig 4.18, 4.19):
1. The wetland. Flat and low, flooded area. A 2-3 thick
layer of clay with brackish groundwater with typical
hydrophillic grasses. People use large parts of the wetland
for rice cultivation.

2. The built wetland. The canals, houses, infrastructures,
sand over clay and crop cultivation turns this wetland into
a urbanized area.
3. The sand ridge. Remaining dunes that alternate the
wetland. Full of trees and buildings with crop cultivation on
the flanks. Fresh water can be tapped from the wells.
4. Coastal area. A line of dunes and beaches along
the coastline. Some locations have fisher villages,
aquacultural ponds and recreational areas. This place
dedicated for wind and sand tolerant vegetation and
biodiversity. Fresh water can be tapped from the wells.

Occupation
Biotic
Abiotic
A
A’
Landscape unit
Land use
Biotic
ecosystem
Water (table)
Soil

Built wetland
Houses, rice fields

Wetland
Rice fields

Wetland and cropland

Sand ridge
Houses, crop
cultivation
Forest

Wetland

Coastal
Recreation,
aquaculture
Coastal

Brackish (lll)
Clay

Fresh (Vl)
Sand

Brackish (l)
Clay

Fresh (V)
Sand

Fig 4.18 Conclusions layer analysis
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Wetland

A

Wetland
Sand ridge
Built wetland

Coastal

A’

Fig 4.19 Landscape units
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5. The people
5.1 Introduction

semi-structured:

What are the needs and demands of the people in
Chota? What is their lifestyle? How do they use the land?
Are there problems in their environment? These questions
will be answered in this section and provide a clue on
how the landscape in Chota is formed and what the best
organization in the future will be.

- lifestyle
- history
- income
- problems

18 residents (including some elderly) and 2 people from
the municipality are interviewed (Simon, 2014). The first
half of this chapter is the result of the semi-structured
interviews and workshops. The other half of this chapter
is the result of the closed interviews. The closed interviews
are done on the basis of the ecosystem services
framework (fig 5.2).

Interviews

Structured into the ecosystem services framework:

Provisioning
services

Regulating
services

Products obtained from
ecosystems

Benefits obtained
from regulation of
ecosystems processes

- Food
- Fresh water
- Fuelwood
- Fiber
- Biochemicals
- Genetic resources

Daily needs
Fig 5.1 Workshop with residents from Chota to indicate the flooding.
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- Climate regulation
- Disease regulation
- Water regulation
- Water purification
- Pollination

Problems

Fig 5.2 Framework for interviews.

Cultural services
Nonmaterial benefits
obtained from
ecosystems

- Spiritual
- Recreational
- Aesthetic
- Inspirational
- Sense of place
- Cultural heritage

Wishes

5.1 Results semi-structured interviews
LIFESTYLE
Interview respondents reveal that residents on average
live with 6 people in a household. Some live already for
more than 20 years in Chota. Their houses were built on
the sand ridges (not flooded). However, most people live
shortly in Chota (from 2010). The new residents are living
in the wetland because the municipality assigned a plot
there.
People want to live in Chota because it is a nice place
and relative close to the centre and its facilities. Beira
has economic potential because of the harbor and
other industries. People like the location along the fresh
beach. The residents are proud of the place because of
its quietness, fresh air from the beach, educated people
and their roots in Beira.
The majority of the people is Christian and God plays
often an important role in their lives.
Half of the residents have a formal job, the other half an

Fig 5.3 Left: 50 year old building. Right: traditional construction

informal job. There are some small entrepreneurs in Chota.
Some work for the municipality, others in a company in
Beira. An informal job means, for example, selling your
own cultivated crops along the street (fig 5.4). Most
people do earn more than 50 meticais (around 0,50 euro)
per day, although the majority not much more. Many
residents have (informal) plots were they grow their own
food for survival.
PAST AND FUTURE
Up till 10 years ago Chota was a bushy area with wetlands
and crop fields. In the colonial time, people took the sand
of the sand ridge from Chota to built Beira. In 1900 there
were only like 20 houses on the sand ridges. The poor built
there houses with bamboo, reed, wood and clay (fig 5.3).
Recent house developments are mainly built with stone
(fig 6.11).
Back then, there was no water and electricity. They
dug wells for water. Chota was mainly a wetland with
agricultural purposes. Five years ago there were few
houses. However all the residents expect that agriculture
will end due to the strong urbanization. Urbanization is a

Fig 5.4 People sell their food along the street
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fact in Chota and will likely continue until it is full of houses.
It is expected to become a residential area with 6000
people, with a hospital, schools and other facilities. Some
residents say that the Chinese bought the cemetery to
make a place for a big factory. There are also plans for a
football stadium in Chota.
PROBLEMS
Field observations about the flooding where done in the
the dry period, so the flooding was not directly visible.
Conversations with the residents revealed a lot about the
flooding, but also many other problems pass the revue:
Basic need problems:
- Water-borne diseases (Malaria, Cholera, Diarrhoea)
- Lack of fresh water
- Lack of food
- Insufficient income
- Lack of timber (for canoe, fuel, chairs)
- Flooding
- Storms
- Too cold in dry season, too hot in rainy season

Fig 5.5 Traditional dancing in Beira
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Insufficient facilities and institutional power:
- Chaotic and informal construction
- Bad roads and access
- Almost no public transport
- Schools too far
- Broken water pumps
- Thieves
- No real formal markets
- Lack of, or broken water pipes and electricity network
Despite the many problems, residents often respond
nonchalant to the problems; it is just part of their daily life.
NEEDS & DEMANDS
The average consumption per household is shown in
table 5.1. When questioned about their basic needs and
demands, residents responded that they need a basic
income, a job (to buy their food, water, charcoal and
firewood). The following list include all the needs and
demands that are mentioned in the interviews:

Fig 5.6 Women do a lot of hard work, lack of bridges makes it harder

Basic needs:
- Food
- Fresh water
- Fresh air
- Timber/charcoal
Building and infrastructure facilities:
- Hospital
- Schools
- Improved roads
- (Super)Markets
- Public transport
- Swimming pool
- Electricity
- Television
- Place or fabric to make clothes or cook
- Theatre
- Child care
- Library
- Houses (along the street)

- Trees for its services (shadow, timber, windbreak)
- Playgrounds (in the middle of Chota)
- Improvement of the canal
- Tree lane
- Cemetery
- Fresh water wells
- Cashew nut, Mango, Pineapple, Palm trees
- Uniform houses
Abstract wishes:
- Peace
- Technical expertise (e.g. for construction)
- Better income
- No slavery from the Chinese
- Awareness of problems
- Institutional organization

5.2 Results from structured interviews

Landscape facilities:

Fig 5.7 People just throw their waste in the landscape

Fig 5.8 Some wells on the sand ridge become brackish
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Too hot

Lack of food and fresh
water

Insufficient income

Too cold
+ storms

Flooding
Fig 5.9 Main problems in Chota
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Water-borne diseases
(Malaria, Cholera, Diarrhoea)

Legend: Transport system
Bus line: many buses per day
Bus line: some buses per day

Fig 5.10 Buses in Beira, just a few go through Chota (based on conversations with Gaidar, BSc Urban Planning)
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The structured interviews provide quantitative data about
the following questions:
- What are your daily needs (provisioning services)?
- Where are the (ecosystem) sources come from?
- What are relevant problems (lack of regulating service)?
- What are your wishes for the landscape?
- Which plants are useful for cultivation (table 5.5)?
The ecosystem services framework is used as basis for
questions about their daily needs, sources and wishes of
the land (table 5.1-5.4). This framework provides a good
overview of all the possible services from the landscape
of Chota. This framework provides the link between the
present services of the landscape and the proposed
services from the design.
FOOD FROM THE WETLAND
Chota is a suitable place for rice cultivation in the rainy
season and sweet potato cultivation in the dry season.
Many residents have an (informal) plot in Chota and
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Fig 5.11 Rice cultivation in the wet season and sweet potato cultivation
in the dry season in former rice fields and along dryed up wetlands.

some outside Chota, where they grow there own rice
from December to June (fig 5.11). A rice field produces 15
bags of 50 kg from an average plot of 30x30 meter, which
could be enough for one year, but that varies by year.
From July untill November they cultivate sweet potato
in the former rice fields and wetlands (fig 5.11). The
cultivation of sweet potato requires fertile soil, but sandy
enough to create heaps and keep it drained. Therefore
sweet potato fields are often located on the border of
clay (fertile) and sand (workable) which can be found on
the flanks of the sand ridges and the edges of wetlands. In
25x25 meter they cultivate 400 kg of sweet potato.
Wetlands also provide useful wild plants and fish (fig 5.12).
The number of plots is decreasing because of the
urbanization. Therefore there is an increasing demand to
produce food from other districts, like Dondo.
Meat is not regularly eaten by the people, only during
events. Meat comes from other districts.

Fig 5.12 Harvest of useful plants from the wetlands

FOOD FROM THE SAND RIDGE
Most fruits comes from fruit trees that grow on the sand
ridges (e.g. banana, mango, coconut). Others come from
abroad. Most trees are fruit trees (table 4.2).
Residents surround their houses with gardens where they
grow crops. Also many crop gardens can be found on the
flanks of the sand ridges. This seems to be a good location
because it is on the edge of two landscape units which
are not flooded but wet enough to irrigate, sandy enough
to cultivate and clayey enough to be fertile, sheltered
enough from the trees but not overshadowed. During
interviews and observations a complete list of plants has
been formed (table 5.5).
FOOD FROM THE COASTLINE
The residents eat 3 times a week fish. Most fish comes
from the ocean and the Pungue river. Beira has many
fisherman along the coast (fig 5.14) and even a ‘fisher
village’.

Fig 5.13 Crop cultivation on the flanks of the sand ridges.

Some wild animals can be found along the coastline, like
birds, reptiles, insects, etc.
FRESH WATER
Fresh water comes from a pipe from the Pungue river
and serve parts of Chota. Some parts have a pipeline,
in particular the sand ridges and houses along the way,
other parts are not reached. They have to buy water
along the street or get it from a water point (Fig 5.8).
Water from the wells is used for washing and irrigation.
Only in difficult times water from the wells may be used
for drinking or cooking. Only wells in the sand ridges have
fresh water and the residents say that some wells have
brackish water, while this was not the case in earlier times
(unsustainable harvest?).
MATERIALS
Materials such as sand, timber and medicines are not
daily needs, but essential for survival, shelter and safety.

Fig 5.14 Fisherman on the beach of Chota.
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Sand can be bought along the road. Some take (illegal?)
sand from areas between Beira and Dondo (Simon, 2014),
some people dig sand from the canal, since there is a
sand layer underneath. Also a lot of sand comes from
the mouth of the canal and dredges of the Pungue river,
which can be a potential source for Beira in the future.
Timber/wood is used for many purposes like houses, chairs,
canoes, electricity-frames, etc. Wood comes from other
districts.

ENERGY
Residents use timber or charcoal for cooking. Fuel comes
from trees in the form of wooden pieces or charcoal
(burnt wood). A lot of this wood comes from the
mangrove forest along the coastline near Rio Maria (fig
5.15).
Nowadays more and more energy for cooking, electricity,
etc. comes from a source power in Beira.

Reed can be useful for a variety of purposes such as
houses (fig 5.3). It is abundand in the wetland (fig 5.16).
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Fig 5.15 A bike filled with mangrove charcoal from Rio Maria (coastal
area) on its way to Beira

Fig 5.16 Harvest of reed in the wetlands.

Fig 5.17 The average amount of people in a household is 6 people

Rice plot 30x30 m

House & fruit trees, well

Crop garden (5x5 m)

Fig 5.18 Average land use, calculations based on interviews (Simon, 2014)
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Table 5.1 Overview of provisioning services. Framework adapted from MAES (2014), input based on interviews (Simon, 2014)

Provisioning services

Food(nutrition)

Cultivated crops
Reared animals
Wild plants
Wild animals
Plants
aquaculture
Animals
aquaculture

Fresh water
Materials

Energy
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Ecosystem type

see table

Crop and grassland

0,2 kg
3 fruits, e.d.
1,1 pieces
from 0,2 pieces

Forest
Wetland

from 1.1 fish

Surface water
Groundwater
Fibre/timber
Clay/sand
Medicinal/genetic
Plant-based
Animal-based

Specification crop cultivation
Bread
4.4
pieces
Rice
1
kg
Maize
0.8
kg
Sweet potato
4
kg
Vegetables
20
pieces

average daily
consumption
per household (6
persons)

80 Liter

Coastal and marine
Rivers and lakes
Forest

3.3 bags
Crop and grassland

Fig 5.19 Provisioning services per ecosystem type
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Table 5.2 Overview of regulating services with relating problems. Framework adapted from MAES (2014), input based on interviews (Simon, 2014)

Regulating services Regulating services
Waste mediation
Bio remediation
Dilution/diffusion
Smell/noise/visual
mediation

Related problems
Plastics
Concentrated waste

Possible cause
Not-degradable waste, too much
concentrated on one spot

Flow mediation

Coastal erosion
Flow blocked

Sea-level rise, damage from overuse
Urbanization (roads)

Serious flooding
Hard winds from beach
Dust

Unsuitable housing; loss of wetlands
Unsuitable housing, lack of trees

Cycle
maintenance

Erosion control
Water flow
maintenance
Flood regulation
Storm protection
Ventilation and
transpiration
Pollination/seed
dispersal
Habitat protection

-

Loss of biodiversity (and thus
provisioning services)
Pest/disease control
Water-borne diseases and
malaria
Soil formation
Contaminated land and loss of
fertile ground
Water quality
Saline and wasted water
Carbon sequestration
Increasing greenhouses gas, loss
(global climate)
of forests, tornado’s
Local climate regulation Too hot in dry season, to cold in
rainy season
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Agriculture, unsuitable housing; loss of forests
and wetlands, recreation
Loss of forests, wetlands. unsuitable living place,
waste mix with flooding
Use of fertilizer, urbanization
Overuse from wells, sea level rise, urbanization
Cooking and energy from oil or wood, climate
change
Lack of trees and water

Table 5.3 Overview of cultural services. Framework adapted from MAES (2014), input based on interviews (Simon, 2014)

Cultural services
Physical and intellectual

Recreation and ecotourism

Spiritual and symbolic

Aesthetic, educational and
cultural heritage
Symbolic and sacred, religious

Wishes
Places to meet, beach to relax
and swimm
Beauty
General conservation,
cemetery

Existence and bequest

Table 5.4 Resident’s value per land use or ecosystem type

Land use type
Cropland (rice field)
Forests
Coastal
Wetlands
Urban

Beauty
+/+/+
+/-

Importance
++
++
++
+/+

Reason
Food
Timber & Charcoal
Fish, defense
Diverse
Crops, living, beauty

Roads & Markets
Canal
Mangroves

++
+/+/-

++
++
+/-

To move and buy
Drainage
Timber
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Table 5.5 crops and fruit trees as used by the locals, based on interviews and observations
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Fruit trees

English name
Mango
Chinee apple
Lemon tree / orange
Apple guava
Sugar-apple
Cashew tree
Mountain apple
Soursop
Avocado
Fig

Scientific name
Mangifera indica L.
Ziziphus mauritiana
Citrus ssp.
Psidium Guajava
Annona squamosa
Anarcadium occidental L.
Eugenia malaccensis L.
Annona muricata
Persea americana Mill.
Ficus carica

local Portuguese name
Mangueira
Maçanica
Citrinos
Goiaba / Goiabeira
Ata
Cajueiro
Jambeiro
Anona
Abacate / Abacateiro
Figo

Other trees

English name
Coconut tree
Whistling pine
Palm
Eucalyptus
Moringa
Natal-mahogany

Scientific name
Cocos nucifera
Casuarinae equisetifolia

local Portuguese name
Coqueiro

Eucalyptus ssp.
Moringa ssp.
Trichilia emetica

Eucalipto
Moringa
Mafura

Use
fruits
fruits
fruits
fruits
fruits
nuts
fruits
fruits
fruits
fruits
Total trees
Use
drink, rope, food
windbreak
beauty
medicinal, wood
medicinal
medicinal, wood
Total trees

Abundance (%)
11.6
3.7
2.6
2.6
1.4
1.1
0.9
0.6
0.6
0.3
52.4%
Abundance (%)
12.2
5.4
2.0
1.1
1.1
0.9
47.6%

Perennial plants

English name
Cassava
Sugarcane
Banana
Okra
Bamboo
Papaya / Paw-Paw
Pineapple
Taro

Annual crops (m2) English name
Rice
Sweet potato
Cabbage
Pumpkin
Lettuce
Tomato plant
Maize
Bean
Onion
Eggplant
Carrot

Scientific name
Manihot esculenta
Saccharum officinarum L.
Musa acuminata
Hibiscus esculentus L.

local Portuguese name
Mandioca
Cana-de-açúcar
Banana-pão
Quiabo

Carica Papaya
Ananas comosus Merr.
Colocasia esculenta

Papaieira
Ananás
inhame / matabala

Scientific name
Oryza sativa L.
Ipomoea batatas (L.) Lam
Brassica Ssp.
Cucurbita mixta
Lactuca sativa
Solanum lycopersicum

local Portuguese name
Arroz
Batata-doce
Couve
Abóbora
Alface
Beringela/tomate

Vigna
/
Voandzeia
/
Phaseolus / Mucuna
Allium cepa
Solanum melongena L.
Daucus carota subsp. Sativus

Feijão-...
Cebola
Beringela
Cenoura

Use
vegetable
candy
fruits
vegetable
building material
fruits
fruits
vegetable
Total plants
Use
main food
main food
vegetable
vegetable
vegetable
vegetable
main food
vegetable

Abundance (%)
22.4
13.6
4.8
4.3
2.8
2.6
0.9
0.9
100%
Abundance (%)
88.6
9.4
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.1

vegetable
vegetable
vegetable
Total crops (m2)

0.1
0.1
0.1
100%
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6. The flooding problem
6.1 Degree & impact flooding
Residents speak from flooding in the whole area (often
around 30 cm), with the exception of the sand ridges.
They indicated how far the flooding came into their house
(fig 6.1), sometimes more than 1 meter (fig 6.3). The sand
ridges are not flooded because of their relative higher
level and permeable sand. However, some sand ridges
are flooded because of excavations of sand during the
Portuguese colonization (fig 6.4).
Traditional settlements are not flooded, because
they have been settled on the sand ridges, but new
settlements are continuously being build on the low
clayey areas (fig 6.4).
The floods cause serious water-borne diseases like malaria,
cholera and diarrhoea. During the flooding, water mixes

Fig 6.1 Resident shows the height of the flooding in the rainy season
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with the sewage, making it a paradise for diseases.
Furthermore the flooding is a troublesome: inaccessibility,
annoyance and damage to crops, houses and roads.
Houses are difficult to reach during the floods. Some
say that they need to sleep on the table. If the flooding
becomes too bad, the residents often move temporarily
to higher located houses.
Most interviewees see nothing positive in the flooding.
However flooding do play a role in water management
of the rice fields because rice grows well in semi-flooded
areas, although residents say that the floods in Chota is a
bit too much of the good. The people themselves often
seem to accept the fact; “Its just a part of our life”. One
jokes that the positive thing of flooding is that “the fish just
swim in the house for diner” (fig 6.2).

Fig 6.2 “The fish just swim in the house for lunch, thanks to the flooding”

Fig 6.4 People even building on the lowest places
(on the excavated sand ridge)

Fig 6.3 The flooded area (blue) is based on flooding which can be seen from the google earth map at 23 Februari 2013. The red areas are relative
heigher, based on a height image taken from an airplane (Deltares). The height indications of the flooding is based on interviews (Simon, 2014).
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6.2 Cause flooding

construction of houses (fig 6.10) and even blocking it by
crossing roads through it, often without pipe (fig 6.11).

Water gathers from higher located areas into Chota
where it remains on the flat clayey areas (fig 6.7). Flooding
is a natural process in Chota, because it is a wetland.
“Wetlands are crucial in maintaining habitats for many
species while regulating water flows and filtering water”
(Maes et al., 2014). However, urbanization diminishes the
functions of the ecosystem and at the same time puts a
greater pressure for food provision, shelter, energy and
materials. The problem is that people seems to built in
unsuitable places (see also next section).

Despite its troublesome, Chota is allocated for a district
expected to have 6000 inhabitants (Simon, 2014).
However rough countings of houses from the google
earth map show already an amount of 8000 household in
2015. If every house remains an average of 6 people, than
there are already 48000 people living in Chota, which is
far beyong the estimated number. It is very likely that this
trend will continue until Chota is completely built-up (fig
6.11, 6.19).

In the 20th century, the Portuguese built a canal to make
the area suitable for rice production (fig 6.7). Since people
replace the rice fields by houses, the canal doesn’t
provide enough capacity anymore. Moreover the canal
is overgrown by reed, reducing its capacity to drain the
area properly. Usually the canal is cleaned by a digging
machine, but it seems not enough. One digging machine
is drowned in the channel (fig 6.6) and there is not
enough money to buy a new one. In addition, especially
since the last two years, people narrow the canal by the
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The local municipality recognize the problem and try to
organize the planning of the houses. For example, people
have been allocated in Nhangau, but refuse, because it is
far away from the city. During the workshop it also proved
that there is a lot of resistance by residents to go away
from the lower areas (for political and social reasons).
Climate change very likely will worsen the flooding due to
more extreme rainfall and higher sea levels.

Fig 6.5 Rainfall in Chota, The rainy season is from November to March Fig 6.6 One living machine, one drowned in the canal
(www.weather-and-climate.com)

Fig 6.8 Watershed model based on heigths from
the Catholic University of Mozambique.

A2

A1

A3

Fig 6.7 Watershed map, water from other districts gathers in Chota, where it is drained by canals or slowly through the wetland.
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Fig 6.9 Most blockings are roads through the canal

Fig 6.10 Locations of the worst blockings of the canal
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Fig 6.11 Change of land use in 10 years (maps: google earth. photo’s Cor Simon) > >

2004

Original

2011

2011

2014

2014
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6.3 Suitability analysis
Chota becomes urbanized, but becomes it urbanized
on the suitable places? Some places such as the sand
ridges are suitable for urbanization. Other places such as
the wetlands are not suitable. To determine exactly what
the most suitable places are, I used the suitability analysis
method of Ian McHarg (1969). Different land uses require
different conditions. The land uses as indicated in Chota
are:
- Rice fields
- Cropland
- Trees/forest/orchard
- Wetland/aquaculture
- Grassland
- Housing
- Beach, recreation
\For this report only the suitability for housing and rice fields
are analysed because these are the most dominant land
uses and require most space. Two important factors for
housing and rice cultivation are soil type and degree of
flooding. To make it not too complex, only these two factors
are used:
Land use
Rice cultivation
Housing

Preferred condition:
Soil
Degree of flooding
clay
seasonal (superficial)
sand
not

The soil map will be overlayed by the flooding map.
By overlaying these 2 conditions we can calculate the
suitability per land use. For example rice grows well in
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clay and needs a semi flooded area. So we give clay
the highest rank and sand the lowest. Also we give semiflooded the highest rank and flooded or not-flooded the
lowest. This will provide a certain pattern:
Clay (3)
Mixed (2)
Sand (1)

4
3
2

5
4
3

4
3
2

Flooded
(1)

semi flooded
(2)

not
flooded
(1)

It should be noted that a suitability analysis just result in
a map that suggest a pattern of potential suitable use.
Although soil type and flooding are important factors for
Chota, there are many more parameters that should be
taken into account by the implementation, such as the
proximity to a city or ecological value of the site.
RESULTS
Fig 6.13 show the result for the house suitability. The sand
ridges are in general very suitable for housing, except the
sand ridges that are excaveted and therefore flooded.
While most parts of the wetland, especially closer to the
coast are unsuitable.
Fig 6.14 show the results of the suitability for rice cultivation.
The clayey areas which are seasonally flooded are very
suitable. Although not on the areas that are too wet for
rice cultivation. The sand ridges and dunes are unsuitable
for rice cultivation.

Fig 6.12 Overlay of soil (yellow = sand), flooding map (light blue = seasonal-flooded, dark blue = flooded) and coastal (green) as suitability indicators
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Suitability:
5 high
4 medium
3 low
2 not

Fig 6.13 Result of suitability analysis for houses
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Suitability
5 high
4 medium
3 low
2 not

Fig 6.14 Result of suitability analysis for rice cultivation
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Unsuitable
urbanization

Climate change

loss of ecosystems

Flooding

unreachable
houses

damage to buildings
and infrastructures

water-borne
diseases

Fig 6.15 Some causes and effects of the main problems in Chota
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degradation of
crop production
and water quality

diminishing of
biodiversity

Causes

Problem

Effects

Fig 6.16 Chota in the dry and rainy season
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6.4 Conclusion: the way forward?
Flooding appears in Chota because water gathers
from other neighbourhoods and remains on the clayey
wetland. The problem is that urbanization take place in
these flood-prone areas and make the flooding even
worse by diminishing the flood regulating function of
wetlands and at the same time blocking the drainage.
The suitability analysis show that housing is not suitable
in the wetland on most places. But instead the rice
cultivation is very suitable on the wetland. Urbanization
leads to loss of suitable land for rice cultivation, while
housing is difficult on clay and a troublesome in floodprone areas.
Some suggest the need for an organization or institution
to plan the urbanization but feel incompetent and see
the responsibility by the municipality, but also exhibit a
distrust. The municipality show their goodwill but seems
not to have enough economic-, human-, technical- and
social resources to solve the problem. There is also a lot
of resistance to move away from the lower areas (Simon,
2014).

Fig 6.17 Sceptic tanks to prevent that floods mixes with the sewage.
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Despite the unsuitable places, the trend show that
urbanization takes place in a very high rate (fig 6.20). The
municipality remains allocating plots in the wetland of
Chota, thinking that the flooding will be solved by better
drainage and a layer of sand. This urbanization will result
in a reduction of rice cultivation and more pressure on the
canal and surrounding wetlands. This process could lead
to even more risk of flooding.
Residents react upon the flooding by attempts to make
dishes, bring up sand or elevating their house. Others try
to prevent the flooding from mixing with the sewage with
a sceptic tanks (fig 6.17). But these are just local solutions,
but do not prevent flooding or unsuitable planning.
It can be concluded that urbanization is happening
anyway in Chota, but that we should plan urbanization
and protect the ecosystem as much as possible to
prevent further destruction of the wetland and risk of
flooding. Especially in the conflict area (fig 6.19).
The question for this thesis is how we can eliminate the
conflict by green-blue infrastructure. The potential of this
hypothesis is described and designed in the next chapter.

Fig 6.18 Informal developments along the channel reduce its capacity

no. houses
8000

4000
1000
2011

2013

2015

Fig 6.20 Number of houses in the wetlands
(rough countings from google earth map).

Conflict area

Fig 6.19 Conflict area; urbanization on flooded and unsuitable areas
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7. Green-blue infrastructure for Chota
7.1 What is green-blue infrastructure?
Green (-blue) infrastructure can be defined as an
interconnected network of green (and blue) spaces
that conserves natural ecosystem values and functions
and provides associated benefits to human populations
(Benedict & McMahon, 2006). The European Commission
(Assessment, 2005) defines green infrastructure as “the use
of ecosystems, green spaces and water in strategic land
use planning to deliver environmental and quality of life
benefits”. The definition can be broken down into 3 parts:
(1) An interconnected network is a framework that
combines spatially and functionally compatible land uses
of green and blue spaces (hubs) and its connections
(links) (fig 7.1). Hubs are the relative larger natural areas,
depending on the scale. Links are the connections that tie
the system together to work and flow. This is necessary in
the battle for sustainable landscapes against the forces of
fragmentation, land degradation, urban expansion and
uncontrolled land use change (Ahern, 1995, 2007).

(3) Provided associated benefits to human populations
refer to all the services that green-blue infrastructure
provide because it can be considered as part of an
(urban) ecosystem. It help protect and restore naturally
functioning ecosystems to maintain life on earth that
is necessary to satisfy human needs and even provide
(economic) value (Hansen & Pauleit 2014). These benefits
can be described as ‘ecosystem services’, grouped into
four categories (Assessment, 2005):
1. Provisioning services (e.g. rice, fruits)
2. Regulating services (e.g. flood regulation)
3. Cultural services (e.g. meaningful tree to relax)
4. Supporting services (e.g. habitat for biodiversity)

(2) Green and blue spaces refer to all the ‘green’ and
blue spaces in the city at different scales. Trees, parks,
urban agriculture, streams, wetlands, urban forests and
open spaces (Dunn, 2010) (fig 7.2). It could also include
Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) which are
more site specific and special designed measures for
the purpose of water management. such as vegetated
swales, constructed wetlands, infiltration strips, rain
gardens, permeable pavement and green roofs (fig 7.3).
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Fig 7.1 Green-blue infrastructure are networks (links) of green and blue
areas (hubs and sites) (based on Benedict & McMahon, 2006).

urban forest

swale

wetland

green roof
river

urban agriculture

infiltration strips and permeable pavement
tree avenue

park
constructed wetland
Fig 7.2 Examples of green-blue spaces in the city

Fig 7.3 Examples of sustainable drainage systems (SUDS) or best management practices (BMP’s). These are ‘designed’ green-blue spaces.
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7.2 Why green-blue infrastructure in Chota?

2005

As concluded from chapter 6, Chota could be
considered as part of a bigger natural area, mainly
wetland, that functions as a flood regulation area for Beira
city and many other ecosystem services (fig 7.4, above).
However, this natural area is under rapid transformation
(fig 7.4, below). Urbanization often diminishes the flood
regulation function of wetlands, because it reduces space
for flooding and infiltration or buffer capacity.
Green-blue infrastructures help retain and re-create
these important landscape functions and connections
that contributes to adaptation to extreme events. These
ecosystem services are water flow regulation and runoff
mitigation (Voskamp & Van de Ven, 2015). Even more
important, green-blue infrastructure has multifunctional
benefits like food, shelter or recreation. Therefore, it is also
called a ‘no-regret’ solution, because it always provides
something in one way or another.

2015

Green-blue infrastructure conserves and enhances
landscape integrity by focusing on the landscape’s
most important connections and dynamics. “Conserving
a skeleton of open lands along riparian and other
corridors can be an effective way of conserving a
disproportionately large amount of a landscape’s
important features” (Hellmund & Smith, 2013).
Because Chota transforms very fast, a green-blue
infrastructure seems to be the best strategy for stormwater
management to prevent flooding while it at te same time
provide a range of other ecosystem services benefits. Fig
7.5 shows the type of ecosystems that are originated to
Chota and could be brought back by green-blue spaces.
Fig 7.4 Chota is transforming from a wetland into an urban ecosystem
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Forest (sand ridge)

Wetland

Coastal

Regulating service

Infiltration & storage

Attenuation & storage

Infiltration & defence

Fruits & crops

Rice

Fish & fresh water

Social meeting

Biodiversity

Recreation

Provisioning
services

Cultural services

Fig 7.5 Ecosystems of Chota and its related ecosystem services
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7.3 How does green-blue infrastructure work?
Green-blue infrastructure provide a whole range of
ecosystem services. This research focuses on stormwater
management.
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
Natural, vegetated areas or rivers slow down and absorb
water coming down from heaven on its way to the sea.
Rivers are not straight lines, but meander through the
landscape (fig 7.6). If there is a lot of rainfall, rivers go
beyond there shores into its surrounded floodplains, a
very natural and important process. The end of a river
or watershed is usually a widely ramified estuary, often a
wetland, where the river system meets the ocean.
Where water floods it is absorbed in the ground. Wetlands
act like sponges, they saturate slowly in rainy times and
releases it slowy in dry times. Vegetation slow down
rainfall, so that the water will not hit the ground too hard
what otherwise could results in erosion (fig 7.7). Vegetated
areas also have very soft grounds with leaves etc, letting
rain infiltrate in the ground, so that the ground absorbes
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Fig 7.6 Meandering rivers keep the water much longer on place than
canals.

the water that seek is way in subsurface flows.
Chota is rich of wetlands and sand ridges, these regulate
water, mitigate runoff, regulate temperature and
moderate environmental extremes (Voskamp & Van de
Ven, 2015) (fig 7.5 - 7.8). These biophysical structures and
processes can have the following functions (depending
on the landscape condition) (fig 7.10):
- Storage & harvesting: facilitating water retention in
ponds or in the soil.
- Attenuation: slowing down runoff during a rainfall event.
- Infiltration: enabling groundwater recharge.
Chota was a wetland (fig 7.8). The Portuguese made
canals to drain the area for agricultural purposes in the
19th century. Now, urbanization turns the wetland into
much more impermeable surface, wasting its natural
sponge effect. Urbanization and traditional approaches
to water management, as we see in Chota, often oppose
the natural slow down and absorbtion processes. Instead
it accelerate water away from the place by straight
canals resulting in flooding downstream. Urbanization
results in paved and impermeable grounds, that prevents
water to infiltrate in the ground and therefore also runoff

Fig 7.7 The difference between vegetated soils and bare soils on erosion and infiltration capacity

Yesterday:
Natural situation

Today:
Urbanization &
canalization

Tomorrow?
Urbanization
& green-blue
infrastructure

Fig 7.8 Urbanization and canalization waste the natural sponge effect to mitigate flooding. Green-blue infrastructure would bring back the natural
function on strategic places.
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to the lower grounds resulting in even more flooding (fig
7.8).
Urbanization often result in fragmentation and disruption
of water flows, especially roads represents the greatest
barier (fig 6.10). Ahern (2007) argues water as the most
important flow in any landscape. Human culture relies on
water in many respects.
Green-blue infrastructures would conserve the spongy
‘floodplains’ of Chota, linking waterflows, creating space
for water buffer, allow infiltration and eliminating bariers
by interconnecting infrastructures.
Green-blue infrastructure regulates temperature, water
flows and buffers extremes, which makes the landscape
also better adapted to climate change.
CO-BENEFITS
Although the design focuses on stormwater management,
green-blue infrastructure provide many other ecosystem
services (table 7.1).

Shadow
Wind break

Trees
Trees, placement

Landscape conditions (chapter 4) and demands of
the people (chapter 5) determine which green-blue
infrastructure would fit in the landscape and at the same
time meet the demands of the people.

7.4 Strategy & principles
STRATEGY FOR STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
The concept of SUDS provide a useful strategy for
stormwater management (fig 7.10). It shows the
strategy as a step by step guide: (1) prevent, (2) control
stormwater by its source, (3) control water on site level
and (4) control water on regional level.
The first step is to prevent flooding by good site design
and house planning. The suitability analysis from chapter 6
provides the suitability for housing and rice cultivation (fig
6.13, 6.14). Also other preventive strategies can be used

table 7.1

Ecosystem service
Fruits
Crops
Main food
Fish
Meat
Water
Cooking
Building materials

Elements of design
Fruit trees
Crop gardens
Rice fields, etc.
Ponds, rivers, channels
Wildlife habitats
Dunes, ponds, canel, wetland
Trees, dung,
Trees, clay, reed, rocks
Fig 7.9 Water management principle: Retention, storage, disposal
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Private plots
Good site design,
prevent runoff, house
planning
1.

Prevention

Infiltration, green roofs,
pervious pavements,
rainwater re-use
2.

Source control

Public infrastructures
Local water management
to large infiltration or
detention basin
3.

Site control

Landscape units Chota
Management of runoff
from site to wetland/
pond or outlet.
4.

Regional control

Fig 7.10 Stormwater management strategy (SUDS). Based on Kellagher et al. (2007)
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such as house elevations or better site design.
The second step is to control rainwater by its source
through green roofs, infiltration or rainwater. It depends on
the land use and landscape conditions which measures
should be used (fig 7.12).
Relative height

Soil type

Regulation

Use (example)

High

Sand

Infiltration

Fresh water

High/medium

Sand/clay

Storage

Irrigation

Medium/low

Sand/clay

Buffer

Management

Low

Clay

Flood

Fish ponds

Chota is rich of clayey wetlands which are low-lying.
So water buffering will be most of the times the best
regulation measure (fig 7.12).
The third step is to control the water on the site by good
local management, infiltration or detention, which also
depend on the local conditions (fig 7.12).
The last step is to control the water on regional scale by
wetlands, ponds or outlets, which cannot sufficiently
controllod by its sources or site. We can recognize
(relative) upstream and downstream management
measures. Water management upstream can be
infiltrated, stored or buffered. So that water slow down
and buffers to prevent flooding downstream. It may
be wise to store water for irrigation in dry times. Down
stream the water can be buffered in the form of ponds or
wetlands where the water can flow in wet times (fig 7.12).
PLANNING PRINCIPLES
To guide this design, the planning principles from Hansen
& Pauleit (2014) are used wich are based on Benedict &
McMahon (2006), Karnbites & Owen (2006) and Pauleit et
al. (2011). See also fig 7.13 - 7.17. These principles include:
1. Integration
2. Connectivity
3. Strategic approach (casco)
4. Multi-scale approach
5. Multi-object approach
6. Multifunctionality
7. Social inclusion
8. Transdisciplinarity
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Fig 7.11 Green-blue measures, ordered by scale and infiltration capacity
(Pötz & Blueze (2012)

1. Infiltrate!
(do not cover)

2. Store!
(make ponds,
for irrigation and
buffer)

3. Green & widen
drains and roads

4. Ponds &
Wet-lands on
the lowest
places

5. Drain overflow to sea

Fig. 7.12 Most suitable places to infiltrate, buffer, harvest and convey the water.
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1. Integration: “Green-blue infrastructure planning
considers urban green and blue as a kind of infrastructure
and seeks the integration and coordinatin of urban green
and blue with other urban infrastructures in terms of
physical and functional relations (e.g. built up structure,
transport infrastructure, and water management system)”
(Hansen & Pauleit, 2014).

3. Strategic approach (casco): “Green-blue infrastructure
planning aims for long term benefits but remains flexible
for changes over time” (Hansen & Pauleit, 2014).

“Green infrastructure is an emerging planning and
design concept that is principally structured by a hybrid
hydrological/drainage network, green and blue areas
with built structures (Ahern, 2007).

This approach is comparable with the casco concept
(Sijmons, 1991). The casco concept argues that the
(human made) landscape consists of low dynamic and
high dynamic areas. Low dynamic areas are, for example,
forests and discharge zones. High dynamic areas are,
for example, houses and agriculture. Low dynamic
areas should be protected because these are the lifesupporting functions of the landscape while we can allow
change in the high dynamic landscape (chapter 3.7).

Chota’s green, infrastructures and greenways are
mapped in fig 7.13. Green-blue infrastructure can be
directly integrated with the new developments. Instead
of letting infrastructures block the canal, it is better to
integrate green and blue infrastructures with it, also for it’s
multifunctionality, such as shelter.
2. Connectivity: “Green-blue infrastructure planning
includes physical and functional connections at different
scales and from different perspectives” (Hansen & Pauleit,
2014).
“It complements and links relict green areas with built
infrastructure that provides ecological functions” (Ahern,
2007).
In Chota, the main water flows are the canal and the
wetland (fig 7.14), which should be connected to prevent
blockings and fragmentation to enhance water flows.
The green and blue links that are made for stormwater
management could serve as ecological corridors too.
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A protective strategy is needed to protect the most
important processes and patterns, while the landscape
around it may be allowed to change (Ahern, 2007).

If we put a line around the green and blue connections,
we get a green-blue framework for Chota (fig 7.15). This
green-blue infrastructure must be full of valuable green
spaces where people simply cannot or don’t want to built.
4. Multi-scale approach: “Green-blue infrastructure
planning can be used for initiatives at different scales,
from individual parcels to community, regional, and state.
Green-blue infrastructure should function at multiple
scales in concert” (Hansen & Pauleit, 2014) (fig 7.16).
On different scales also different stakeholders are in
charge. On the plot scale often we have to deal with
private areas. On the site scale the community with the
local municipality and elderly people. On the regional
scale, the municipality, NGO’s and experts as well as on
the national scale, together with international parties.

5. Multi-object approach: “Green-blue infrastructure
planning includes all kinds of urban green and blue
space; e.g. natural and semi-natural areas, water bodies,
public and private green space like parks and gardens”
(Hansen & Pauleit, 2014) (fig 7.16).
The SUDS manual (2011) and Voskamp & Van de Ven
provide a whole range of green and blue ‘objects’,
typically for the local urban scale (Table 8.2).
6. Multifunctionality: “Green-blue infrastructure planning
considers and seeks to combine ecological, social and
economic/abiotic, biotic and cultural functions of green
and blue spaces” (Hansen & Pauleit, 2014).
In this report the ecological, social and economic
functions are compared with the division in ecosystem
services. These values and services are direct or indirect
related to each other.
Value
Ecological
Social
Economic

Ecosystem service
Regulating services
Cultural services
Provisioning services

Example
flood control
beauty
timber

7. Social inclusion: “Green-blue infrastructure planning
stands for communicative and socially inclusive planning
and management” (Hansen & Pauleit, 2014).
Therefore interviews are done to understand the demands
of the people (chapter 5). Furthermore a workshop is
done to discuss the choice and location of green-blue
infrastructure measures (chapter 8).
8. Transdisciplinary: “Green-blue infrastructure planning
is based on knowledge from different disciplines such as
landscape ecology, urban and regional planning and
landscape architecture; and developed in partnership
with different local authorities and stakeholders” (Hansen
& Pauleit, 2014).
This research and design is supported by knowledge
from Alterra (ecology), Deltares (water), Witteveen&Bos
(engineering) and Wissing (urban planning) and
Wageningen University (Landscape Architecture). The
above formed a partnership together with other local
authorities such as the university of Mozambique, elderly
from Chota and the municipality of Beira (Chapter 1.1).

The used ecosystem services will be based on the
condition of the landscape (chapter 4) and the demands
of the residents (chapter 5).
It can be smart to concentrate green and blue
infrastructure links along these built infrastructures for its
multifunctionality. Because green (vegetation) and blue
(water) provide, for example, vital shadow and beauty
along the road, local water buffer zones or fruitful gardens.
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1.

Integration with built up area, roads and waterways

Fig 7.13 Green-blue infrastructure can be structured along built-up areas, roads and waterways
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2.

Physical and functional connections

Fig 7.14 Green-blue infrastructure links green areas and connect basic water flows
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3.

106

Strategic approach (Casco)

Fig 7.15 Green-blue infrastructure act as a life-supporting framework for Chota, leaving the other spaces free/flexible to change e.g. for housing
or agriculture (casco-concept)

4.

Multi-scale & multi object approach
Plot scale,

(private land)

Site
scale

(public
spaces)

Regional
scale
(Chota)

Fig 7.16 Green-blue infrastructure is planned en designed at different scales with different green and blue spaces or measures
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5.

Multifunctionality
Regulating service
(ecological)
Cultural
(social)

Shelter

Provisioning service
(economic)

Fish & crops

Fig 7.17 Green-blue infrastructure is a multifunctional
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service

DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Some design principles within green-blue infrastructure for
stormwater management are selected.
The green-blue buffer zone should be wide enough to let
the water flow and also provide enough space to buffer
stormwater (fig 7.18, 7.19).
Preferably, edges should be soft and gradual. Because
that provides more space for a variety of species, is
ecological interesting and act as buffer zone (e.g. for
flooding, as windbreak) (fig 7.20).
A recurring point of attention is malaria. During the
interviews, workshop in Mozambique and conference
in Kenya people indicated malaria as a common
and serious problem. The easiest, cheapest and most
environment-friendly method to control malaria is by
preventing the mosquito from laying eggs in stagnant
water. Therefore it is best to avoid potential places for
stagnant water such as rainwater pools (fig 7.22). During
the workshop and conference some suggestion for
malaria prevention are made: prevent water remaining
on rice fields, introduce fish in the ponds and canals, use
citrongrass. The WHO (2014) describes four categories for
water management that will reduce malaria:
1. Habitat modification:
- Dams and reservoirs sited away from human habitations
- Avoid shallow water
- Small pools should be drained
- Reservoir margins should be as straight as possible
- Canal lining (with concrete) flushing and maintenance
- Use drip irrigation
- Good drainage that removes surface water and pools

- Use of Eucalyptus trees, because of its drainage
capacity
- Use of subsoil drains rather than open ditches
2. Habitat manipulation:
- Fluctuate water level (shorter than the lifespan of larvae
(7-10 days)
- Dry rice fields for 2-3 days at regular intervals
- Flush streams
- Shade (because mosquites prefer to breed in full
sunlight)
- Introduce herbivorous fish to eat algal mats
- Straightening and steepening the ditches, streams and
ponds removes shallow water suitable for breeding
- Changes water salinity by introducing seawater (since
mosquitos do not tolerate salt water)
- Terraces and roofs should have a slope that adequate
drain the water to a stream or closed tank
- Avoid collection of water more than a week
3. Biological control
- Predatory fish (fig 7.21)
- Invertebrates
- Parasites
4. Larviciding
- Surface oils and flims
- Synthetic organic chemicals
- Bacteria
- Spinosyns
- Insect growth regulators
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Space for flood in rainy period

Base flow

Fig 7.19 The characteristics of a riparian forest and the channel
(Based on Hellmund & Smith, 2006)

Fig 7.18 The buffer zone must be wide enough to allow
easy flow and space for water (and animals) (Based on
Hellmund & Smith, 2006)

Fig 7.20 A gradual edge leaves more space for a variety of plants and acts as buffer
(Based on Hellmund & Smith, 2006)
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The mosquito fish, Gambusia affinis
Can withstand large fluctuations in
temperature as well as pollution of
the water.
The guppy, Poecilia reticulata
Prefers higher temperatures than the
mosquito fish, and can withstand
highly polluted waters.
The panchax, Aplocheilus panchax
Commonly occurs in rice fields and
ditches. Can withstand pollution and
water temperatures between 20 - 45
degrees Celcius
The argentine pearlfish,
Cynolebias beliotii
Only occur in habitats where the water disappears every 2-3 months or at
least once a year. May be useful in
temporary pools

The Mozambique mouthbrooder,
Oreochromis (Tilapia) mossambicus
Successfully in irrigated rice fields.
With an optimal temperature of 22
degrees Celcius. Can live and reproduces in fresh and brackish water.

The carp, Cyprinus carpio
Edible fish, can be reared in irrigated
rice fields, ditches and ponds. Prefers
rich, shallow waters with muddy bottoms and good aquatic weed growth.
Multiplies when the water temperature is over 18 degrees Celcius,
Fig 7.21 Effective malaria larvea eating fish species (WHO, 2014)

Fig 7.22 Good and bad design for Malaria prevention (WHO, 2014)
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8. Workshop
8.1 Introduction

no.

Name

Company

Expertise

1.

Peter Letitre

Deltares

Water management,
project manager

2.

Gaidar Chissone
Lovane

Universidade
Católica de
Mocambique

Student Urban
planning

3.

Reinder Brolsma

Deltares

Water/ecology,
Programm developer

4.

Mario Guina

Municipality Beira Project head/manager

5.

Frans van de Ven

Deltares, TU-delft

The workshop was 3 days:
Day 1: Introduction and presentation field work
Day 2: Discussing green-blue measures in groups
Day 3: Presenting the results and evaluation

Professor water
management,
programm developer

6.

Jaap Klein

Witteveen & Bos

Engineer water

7.

Cor Simon (me)

Wageningen UR

8.2 Workshop

Student Landscape
architecture, illustrator

8.

Robbert Snep

Alterra

(Urban) ecology

9.

Jaime Domingos

Municipality Beira Local head Chota

The hot temperature hit our face when we got off the
plane in Beira, it was the dry period. This is the second
time in Mozambique. This time we conduct an one week
design workshop.
Together with a team of experts (table 8.1, fig 8.1),
local partners and residents we wanted to encourage
a bottom up approach and come up with ideas for a
green-blue infrastructure for Chota.

First we asked to write down the 3 most important goals or
need for change in Chota, which they had to write down
on a paper. These goals were the starting notions for the
design. The following list is a summary:
- Organisation of the new and old houses and eventually
move them to higher grounds (urban planning/ zoning)
- New ditches, connections and maintenance of canals
- Construction of new streets
- Reduction of flooding and construction of new basins
We divided the participants in two groups with an equal
mix of experts and residents. Group 1 had to come up
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Table 8.1 Names and details, from figure 8.1

with a green-blue infrastructure plan and zoning for Chota
in total (fig 8.3). Group 2 discussed water-management
measures based on the Climate Support Tool in 2 local
areas of Chota (fig 8.4).
Green-blue suggestions
The 3di tool (fig 8.5) modelled how much each
measurement would reduce the flooding. A list of greenblue measures were given (table 8.2). Many options
were discussed which resulted in the a list of appropriate
measurements for the residents of Chota:

1.

3.
2.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

Fig 8.1 Part of the group with participants, experts and residents.

Fig 8.2 Day 1: Me presenting the results from the field work in Chota.

Fig 8.3 Group 1 came up with solutions for the district Chota in total.

Fig 8.4 Group 2 discussed practical measures based on the Climate
Support Tool and 3di (digital calculator).
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- Water basins for infiltration
- Big water basins (in hectares)
- Small water basins (in m2)
- Bioswales/wadi’s
- Increased infiltration capacity
- Trees
- Connections for the water flow
- Compartmentalizing
- Canals, to protect floods
- Raising houses
- Street green
- Urban wetlands
- Small canals
Each measurement has next to it’s water reducing
capacity also many other functions such as water
purification, fish provision or beautification.
Suggestions for green-blue water management ideas
from both groups were merged together in a map (fig
8.7, 8.8). From this map four type of measurements are
suggested:
1. The canal should be better connected, widened and
more branched.
2. Canals and roads can be greened (e.g. for shadow).
3. The sand ridges should be protected for its infiltration
function.
4. Different basins and areas should be created for water
buffering.
After this map we went out in the field to photograph
the to be changed areas. I helped a lot in visualizing the
suggestions (fig 8.9-8.14). The visualizations acted as a
discussion tool. For example, the ponds by the gardens
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(fig 8.12) provoke residents to visualize a pond in their own
garden. Some don’t like it, because of the malaria, others
were enthusiastic and wanted to make it a beautiful
fishing pond. The point is that residents immediately see
what would be the change making it much easier for
them to imagine and discuss about it.
Calculations
The green-blue suggestions are tested by the 3di tool (fig
8.5). This tool calculates and shows how much flooding
would be reduced by a certain intervention. The 3di
tool show how much the flooding will be reduced per
intervention. After different interventions, based on the
outcome of the workshop the following interventions and
quantities appear to solve the flooding problem in Chota:
Area Chota: 7690000 m2
To be stored: 999000 m3 (T=10 year)
Measure
Retention basin

Stored
volume
33000 m3

Chanal
infiltration
Surface water

60000 m3

Total stored
water

570000 M3

180000 m3

Dimensions
1m deep in small basin
and 0,5 in big basins
10% of the area, canal
2m deep
10m with for main
channel, 5m with for
secondary channel

Some meausures do not contribute as much as others
to reduce flooding, but might be considered as useful
because of the many co-benefits (e.g. trees).

Fig 8.5 The 3Di tool is a calculation programm by Deltares that models the flooding. Obviously we can see how the water is lingered by the road.
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8.3 Conclusions
The purpose of the workshop was to discuss together
with the local people the most appropriate green-blue
solutions for flood reduction.
The result is a list of green-blue solutions (fig 8.8), a map
where to apply them (fig 8.7) and a range of photoillustrations (fig 8.9-8.15).
The workshop provided valuable information about
people’s preferences for certain measures, but also
practical implications, such as the malaria problem by
ponds. Another example is that green roofs are useless in
Chota, because most houses are not constructed for such
weights.
Interesting is that results from the workshop show
similarities with theory about green-blue infrastructure. For
example, the integration with built-up areas, roads and
waterways. From the workshop it appears that people
think about greening roads and waterways. But also
contrasting ideas occur. For example, people want to
drain the area because it is a source of malaria. Greenblue infrastructure argues to keep the wetland, becuase
of its important water regulation function. Something that
people often seems to forget.
The 3di tool of measures where used as overview.
Although they provided a great overview, still a lot
of explanation was needed. My drawings during the
workshop and later on the photo’s (fig 8.9-8.15) where
very helpful as discussion tool.
The selected measures and maps are the starting notions
for the design in the next chapter.
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Fig 8.6 Peter Letitre presenting the results of the workshop for the
municipality

small channels
Retention basin
Area required
for retention
Sport field/retention
gardens/nursery
Greening roads/channels
widening channels
Road + channel (zoning)
New channel/pond
Prevent water from
entering Chota
Infiltration zone

Fig 8.7 Map with green-blue water management suggestions, (e)merged from the two groups.
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Table 8.2 Overview of green-blue measures and their typology (Pöts & Bleuzé, 2012; Van de Ven et al., 2009 in Voskamp & Van de Ven, 2015)
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1.

Prevention

On suitable places

2.

Source control

Shrubs & trees

Small retention pond

3.

Site control

Trees along roads

Filtration pond

4.

Regional control

Compartiments

Buffering
or
detention

Big retention pond

Elevating houses
bioswale

Tertiary canal

Infiltration

Widening canal

Wetland

Infiltration
or
drainage

Connections

Fig. 8.8 Overview of selected green-blue measures from the workshop, organized in the strategy from the SUDS manual (2013).
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Fig 8.9 Tertiary canal

Fig 8.10 Storm water retention on football/rice field
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Fig 8.11 Widening and greening of the main canal

Fig 8.12 Small basins/ponds and elevated houses
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Fig 8.13 Infiltration wells

Fig 8.14 Gardens
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Fig 8.15 An infiiltration garden, photo is taken in Beira city.
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9. Designing green-blue infrastructure
9.1 From concept to masterplan
The purpose of this report is to make a green-blue
infrastructure that manages stormwater (to reduce
flooding) and provide other ecosystem services (to
enhance liveability).
The previous chapters provide the red line:
1. In chapter 6, the built wetland as focus area is given,
because most conflicts appear in this area. Furthermore
it provides an alternative for the proposal from the
GreenInfra4Beira (2015). They propose a big retention
area to buffer the water (fig 9.3) with tourist houses around
it, and some interventions in the built wetland. However,
field study (Simon, 2014, Krijgsman, 2015) shows that this
area is a very swampy area, making it difficult and costly
to dig a big retention area. Moreover, such a big tourist
centre is not desired by the local people as the interviews
suggested (Simon, 2014).
2. In chapter 7 theory about green-blue infrastructure is
explained and how it reduces flooding. Also a strategy
and principles are given. The concept of Sustainable
Drainage Systems (SUDS) provided a strategy and
overview of green-blue measures (table 8.2).
3. In chapter 8, the green-blue measures for storm water
management are discussed in a workshop and certain
green-blue measures were selected (fig 8.8).
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4. The theory, strategy and workshop show that greenblue infrastructures and measurements depends on the
landscape type and are best placed along existing
infrastructures such as the canal and the road. Because
these infrastructures can be connected and are public
space (easier to design than private plots) and act as a
casco (life supporting carier) and multifunctional merit.
This part is a more intuitive part of the research. Although
there is no strict design order, the strategy and principles
from chapter 7 provided a guideline. This is done by
‘research through design’ (Lenzholzer et al., 2013).
I used the ‘profile’ scale, because it act as ‘building
block’ between the green-blue measures and the total
masterplan. The next section show the designed profiles
, their co-benefits and integration into the landscape of
Chota.

Landscape
analysis

1. Measure fits in
the landscape
2. Improves the
infrastructure

Participatory
planning

DESIGNING
PROFILE

3. Provide cobenefits
4. Adapted to
the lifestyle

Fig 9.1 Elements that are taken into account by desinging the
profile

Fig 9.2 One big retention pond is the same as many small ponds.

Fig 9.3 Proposal for a big retention area in Chota (GreenInfra4Beira, 2015).
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Profile road
1. Physical improvement

The roads are of bad quality, full of holes and waters in the rainy period. The street is a mess of cars, people and markets.
Separating the cars from the people will give more rest. People can go to the market without the danger to be hit by
a car. Eventually the road for the people is elevated, so in times of flooding they will have dry feet. This separation is a
great opportunity for the application of a bioswale and trees that provide the necessary drainage and shelter. From the
bioswale the water will evaporate or slowly flow in the canals.

2. Local fit

Markets along the street
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Locally made stones are a better
alternative to asphalt

Rauvolfia caffra is usefull for its shade
and grows well in moist conditions

3. Selected green-blue measures

Trees along roads

Bioswale

4. Co-benefits
Provisioning service

Fruits
Regulating service

Shelter
Cultural service

Beauty
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Profile canal
1. Physical improvement

The canal system, once made by the Portuguese to drain the area, don’t have enough capacity anymore. Urbanization
and climate change will put more pressure. Furthermore, reed, informal settlements and roads block or narrow the
canal. The new design will widen and deepen the canal. This provides more space to drain and buffer the water, but
also prevent reed to fully grow and malaria to develop. Housing and cars must be forbidden along the canal. Instead it
has potential for a recreational area with trees, a curving path, wooden bridges and some markets on the intersections.

2. Local fit

Markets along the canal will be
clustered along the canal
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Small bridges need to be stronger,
but in the same style

Eucalyptus are real water buffers and
add a beautiful alternance

3. Selected green-blue measure

Greening

Widening canal

4. Co-benefits
Provisioning service

crops & fish
Regulating service

Shelter
Cultural service

Recreation
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Profile built wetland
1. Physical improvement

The built wetland is divided in rectangles by the canal system. This area is often flooded during rainy periods and looses
rice fields as a result of urbanization. Smart planning will concentrate the housing developments and leaves a broad strip
along the canals that will buffer the area. This broad strip can be rice cultivation that will buffer the water in 2 ways; First,
it buffers the water towards the canal. Second, when the canal overflow it will flow in the rice fields instead of houses. A
tertairy canal must improve the local drainage. Gardens on the borders can add a beautiful and productive edge.

2. Local fit

New buildings but concentrated on
the relative heigher grounds
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Rice fields, used as buffer for
flooding

Tertairy canals in the form of bioswales
that improves local drainage

3. Selected green-blue measure

Tertairy canal
Elevated houses

Compartimentation
(space for buffer)

4. Co-benefits
Provisioning service

Rice
Regulating service

Water regulation
Cultural service

Meeting
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Profile villages
1. Physical improvement

Big houses are being built on very wet places. The roads that access the houses block the canal because they have no
pipe. Because a lot of water gathers in this area a wetland needs to be restored or created that buffers and connects
to the canal. Furthermore, it is a hotspot of biodiversity and many wild plants can be harvested. A woodbridge will give
this wetland a recreational cross-over. Parks, gardens, playfields and green roofs by the villages act as stormwater buffer
and at the same time provides the necessary relaxation and shelter.

2. Local fit

An opportunity for green on the flat
roofs
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Parks and playfields in the traditional
style of Chota

The wetland provides a valuable habitat
for many species

3. Selected green-blue measure

Green roofs
Connecting

Wetland

Greening

4. Co-benefits wetland
Provisioning service

Regulating service

Cultural service

Wild plants

Water regulation

Recreation
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Profile crop garden
1. Physical improvement

The flanks of the sand ridge becomes full of houses, waste disposal and is vulnerable for soil erosion. Gardens and crop
cultivation would be a better alternative. It is excellent located because it is in the light, but still in the shelter of trees.
Moreover the transition between sand/dry to clay/flooded creates a range of conditions, for each plant its taste. Just
above the crop garden we can store water in a retention basin that functions for irrigation in the dry periods. The bottom
of the retention basin needs to be covered with clay to prevent infiltration. Citrongrass and fish may prevent malaria.

2. Local fit & programm

4. Co-benefits wetland
Provisioning service

Crop gardens can be seen on the
flanks of the sand ridges
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Crops, fruits

Regulating service

Wind break

Cultural service

Meeting

3. Selected green-blue measure

Greening

Retention

Rice
Clay
Flooded

Sugarcane

Cassave

Lettuce

Pumpkin

Banana

Infiltration

Maize

Mango
Sand
Not flooded
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Profile coastal dunes
1. Physical improvement

The dunes are very important for coastal defence. The problem is that the dunes are in threat of erosion because of
housing and human treading. The dunes should be protected to prevent the damage of grasses that keep the sand on
place. However, beaches are potential for recreation, but not much used. Behind the dunes some development can
take place, such as fishervillages, markets and aquaculture with e.g. Garoupa, Peixe Pedra and Camarao. To connect
the beach with the inland, footbridges can be used. The footbridges have great view on the typical coastal biodiversity.

2. Local fit & programm

Foot bridges protect the dunes for
treading, as built by the Chinese
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Water trapped in the dunes provide
an unique place for wildlife

Cactus can act as natural barier for the
beaches

3. Selected green-blue measure

Retention

Light vulnerable

Vulnerable

4. Co-benefits wetland
Provisioning service

Water, fish, mangrove

Regulating service

Cultural service

Coastal defence

Recreation

Infiltration

Tolerant
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Profile recreational homes
1. Physical improvement

Some sand ridges are excavated in colonial times. These places are so low that water remains the whole year. Now
these places are a troublesome and probably breeding places for malaria. We can put some larvea eating fish in the
ponds and eat the fish as traditional meal with crop cultivation on the edges! Around the pond some homes can be
created and a restaurant with local food. This can attract tourists. Outside of Beira beautiful examples of ponds can be
found. Footbridges and palms provide the necessary shelter and safety against flooding.

2. Local fit

The new houses can be inspired by
the traditional building style
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Local harvested food from the
wetland!

Beautiful ponds around Beira are an
inspiration for the design

3. Selected green-blue measure

Infiltration pond

Elevated houses

Greening

4. Co-benefits
Provisioning service

Fish
Regulating service

Water regulation
Cultural service

Beauty
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Fig 9.4 Plot scale measures

9.3 Synthesis: masterplan

Fig 9.5 Site & regional
scale measures

SYNTHESIS
The selected measures for stormwater management from
literature and the workshop (fig 9.4, - 9.6) form the basis
for the design profiles (fig 9.7, 9.8). These measures and
profiles are nested in each other in different scales (fig
9.9).
Every structure (road, canal, sand ridge, dune, built
wetland) is designed by the profile that form the principle
for the rest of the structure. Together they form a
connected green-blue infrastructure (fig 9.10).

Trees along roads

bioswale

Small retention pond

Filtration pond

Tertiary canal

Suitable planning
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Elevating houses

Shrubs & trees

Connections

Wetland

Big retention pond

Infiltration

Widening canal

Compartiments

Fig 9.6 Plot-scale
workshop drawings

Fig 9.7 Plot-scale profiles

Fig 9.8 Site-scale profiles

Infiltration pond
Road

Wetland & villages

Tertairy canal

Canal

Coastal dunes

Garden-greening

Crop garden
Rice field buffer
Built wetland

Widening canal

Recreational homes
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Fig 9.9 The profile consist of different green-blue measures and on its tun is part of the green-blue infrastructure for Chota.
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Fig 9.10 Green-blue measures nested in different scales and synthesized together, forming an interconnected green-blue infrastructure
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PUBLIC FACILITIES & TRANSPORT

green-blue design, but can be extended.

The green-blue infrastructure is not only life-supporting
in ecological sense, but also in social sense. Within the
structure different functions are included, according the
wishes from the interviews (chapter 5).

In the right corner of the masterplan a wildlife spot is
conserved and created. This is an ecological valuable
area because of its special conditions: fresh water is
trapped in the beaches, forming an unique environment
for many species. This area can function as a wildlife
observation point with recreation on the beach. This
principle can be applied on other places along the
beach as well. Note that the dunes should be protected!

Most interviewees mention the worse accessibility and
bad roads, the facilites are far (1 to 2 hours walk to city
centre) and the transport system is weak (just 2 or 3 buses
a day in Chota) (fig 9.11).
The transport system can be improved by a bus system
that crosses Chota between the airport and the centre.
The bus route can be applied on the 2 main roads (fig
9.11). The bus could stop on every important cross (fig
9.12).
Roads are improved according the design profiles and
should be connected to the existing transport network
with probably more interconnections. Many people need
to go to the city centre for their shoppings and industries.
If shoppings and work are located in Chota, a lot of
commuting will be saved!
It is observed that vibrant places like markets emerged
from busy crossing points, therefore those places seems
to be the most vital for development of market/shopping
places (fig. 9.12). Schools, hospitals, shops and other
public facilities are grouped together as strategic business
points and incentives. Easy accessible for every Chotaresident.
‘Green’ public facilities like the park and the cemetery
are meaningful places for recreation, peace and social
meeting. These places are protected and included in the

Legend: Transport system
Bus line: many buses per day
Bus line: some buses per day

Route 1.
Chota

Route 2.

Fig 9.11 Public transport routes (based on talks with Gaidar).
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Market place

Education & Health centre

Park

Cemetery

Shopping plaza

Wildlife & Recreation

Fig 9.12 Masterplan with public facilities
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9.4 Indication for implementation
In order to realize such a green-blue infrastructure for
Chota, an implementation plan is needed. This section
provides a rough indication. It should be noted that a
more detailed and calculated plan is necessary for the
implementation.
This design includes the following measurements (fig. 9.3)
- Diggin retention ponds
- Widening and connecting existing canals (fig 9.13)
- Planting trees along the canals and roads
- Introduce micro-drainage near the house
- Use of sport fields as water retention
- Making of tertairy system in with urbanization
- Replace/opening dams with bigger culverts
- Preservation for crop gardens on flanks of sand ridges
- Removal of reed vegetation
- Re-pave roads
- Preserve space for rice fields on built wetland
The above measures need a short term, medium and long
term planning:
Short term

1-2 year Prevention of unsuitable
developments, building
capacity and expertise
Medium term 5 year
Construction of the green-blue
infrastructure
Long term
10 year Maintenance of the greenblue infrastructure and
sustainable development

Short term (1-2 year): prevention (fig 9.14)
- Seek for local and international financing (10 million USD)
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- Building local organizations and institutions for planning,
design and management
- Communication, awareness in Chota
- Calculation of flood reduction and a comprehensive
plan with all the participants
- Allocation of plots on suitable areas and relocation from
unsuitable areas (see chapter 6)
- Preservation of green-blue areas (fig 9.14)
- Cleaning and maintenance of the canals
- Cultivation of trees (e.g. Mango, Eucalyptus)
Medium term (5 years): creation (fig 9.13, 9.15)
- Connecting and widening main canals (fig 9.13),
secondary canals are the same principle, but
measurements are half the size.
- Restoration of pavement in phases
- Planting trees along canals and roads
- Construction of institutions, market centre’s and other
public facilities
Long term (10 year): management
- Maintenance of green-blue infrastructure
- Involve environmental planning in new developments
- Making use of incentives or magnet planning
- Introduction of tourism and recreation along beaches
(but protecting the dunes)
Soil that becomes available from earth works could be
used for house foundations (sand) or stones (clay) (fig
9.13)
Fig 9.14 shows which elements should be preserved in
the short term. Fig 9.15 show which elements should be
created that connects and enhances the preserved/
existing situation.

Sand from the canal can be used for
elevation of the path and the houses

100 m.

10-20 m.

Rice fields,
buffer area

Path with trees
& crop gardens

10 m.
Canal

Depth: 1-2 meter
(note: malaria guidelines in
fig 7.22)

Fig 9.13 Indication of the dimensions for the rice fields and canal.
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Preserve space for crop
gardens on the flanks of the
sand ridges

Keep infiltration capacity
on sand ridges

Preserve rice fields
along canals

Conserve parks and
other green areas

Fig 9.14 Spaces to preserve for the green-blue infrastructure (drawing in google earth)
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Preserve main ponds
and wetlands

Protect dunes
from treading

Elevate or move
houses

Widen and deepen
canals

Plant trees along
roads and canals

Make tertiary canal
system

Connect canals and
wetland

Construct ponds
spread over Chota

Fig 9.15 Spaces to create for the green-blue infrastructure (drawing in illustrator)
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1. Landscape
Layer analysis

4. Green-blue infrastructure

2. People
Lifestyle
Problems
Needs

Strategy, principles & measures

5. Workshop

Landscape units
Ecosystem services

Profiles

3. Flooding
Suitability

6. Design

Urbanization...
Masterplan
Flooding

Concept

Selected measures
from workshop

Discussion & Conclusion

10. Discussion & Conclusion
10.1 Reflection and limitations

LIMITATIONS TO THE USED METHODS, FURTHER RESEARCH

REFLECTION ON THE PROCESS

1. The field work for the landscape only provides a general
indication of the soil type, the water height, water salinity,
land use and its vegetation. There was not enough time to
take a sufficient amount of samples that covers the whole
area. So more detailed research needs to be done. To get
a real understanding of water flows, the whole watershed
should taken into account. Another problem is that the
field work is conducted in the dry period. There is no flood
visible and the land use in the dry period is different than
in the rainy period.

This report suggests a certain order, but everything has at
least been reshpaed 10 times in a cyclical process. Even
the concepts and approaches to design green-blue
infrastructure have changed all the time. This made it very
difficult to provide a logical order. Not only landscape
planning is important, time planning is important too.
However I am very satisfied with the result. Although I
started two years ago, the six months were spread over
this two years. If I finished this study in just six months I
would not have got this result. It simply takes time to
become identified with the project and used concepts.
Besides writing a thesis, I had to work for income, assist in
courses to learn, meet others for social needs and travel
for inspiration.
The problem with writing a thesis, is that much things are
not clear in the beginning. What exactly is the problem?
Should I only investigate Chota or the whole watershed?
Shall I use the strategy of the SUDS or better stick to the
strategy from Ahern? Is the ecosystem service framework
practical for interviews or is it better to go with the flow?
I succeeded to put all this together into a logical whole,
but because I didn’t use all the methods systematically,
information may be incomplete or not reliable. In
retrospect I would try to be more systematic and ask
much more advice by experts.
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Further research: More detailed soil research, modeling
of urbanization, research for the whole watershed,
hydrological understanding of water flows.
2. The amount of interviews was not sufficient enough
to provide a detailed overview what people need and
demand from the landscape. However, most people that
have been interviewed were knowledgeable elderly.
Missing is an analysis of the political and cultural system.
Further research: more interviews that are also better
systematized and categorized in stakeholders or income
group. Political and cultural research. Research on
household, agriculture and health.
3. The degree and impact of flooding was difficult
to research. I could not make direct measures of the
flooding and had to rely on interviews, google earth,
pictures from the rainy season (february) and the 3di tool.

Furthermore, flooding may change every year, and likely
will be influenced by urbanization and climate change in
the future.

Tool for the ‘African’ context. Better designed
participatory workshop. Improve and apply 3di tool for
the African context.

Further research: Measurement of degree of flooding in
the rainy season. Investigation of waterflows. Scenario
modelling of flooding in the coming 30 years.

6. My landscape architectural and European perspective,
may not be completely right for the ‘African’ local
context in Chota. During the workshop and conference
there were also many questions about malaria. Therefore
more design-workshops need to be conducted. Also
the green-blue infrastructure should be calculated on its
efficiency to reduce flooding and resilience to climate
change.

4. The suitability analysis for the housing and rice
cultivation is very limited. Because only two parameters
were taken into account (soil type and floodability). Many
other parameters may influence the suitability for the
houses or rice. These parameters are also not investigated
in detail. Although housing and rice seems to be the land
uses that require the most space, many other land uses
should be considered. The suitability analysis is based on
the overlay mapping by IanMcHarg (1969). This is very
practical in showing appropriate land uses, but it has
much shortcomings, for example that it doesn’t prioritize a
certain land use.
5. The workshop in october provided great insights. Newly
developed tools like 3di and the climate adaptation tool
were an ideal guide to provide options for sustainable
water management (Voskamp & Van de Ven, 2015).
The climate support tool appears to be very useful as
overview, but was not suited to the ‘African’ context. It
was also very much based on water management
principles instead of green-blue infrastructure principles.
This approach needed too much explanation by experts,
which dominated the discussion. The 3di tool was
essential to calculate each measure, but this is a rational
approach that very likely doesn’t include all the necessary
parameters.
Further research: improve and apply Climate Adaptation

Further research: Calculation for the effectiviness of the
green-blue infrastructure to reduce flooding. design
principles for malaria. Involvement of other disciplines
for design like urban planning, social studies, water
management and ecology.
I learned the lesson that inventory needs much better
preparation to do systematic field work. Otherwise
essential research may be missing and not reliable.
REFLECTION ON THE USED CONCEPTS AND APPROACHES
Green-blue infrastructure is a very broad concept
and it is easy to drown in the literature and abstract
definitions. Despite the fancy terms, I feel that green-blue
infrastructure is ‘just a new invention based on ancient
natural principles, preserving ecosystems in narrow lines’.
The most convenient definitions for this report came from
Benedict and McMahon (2006) who define: “Green
Infrastructure (GI) as an interconnected network of green
space that conserves natural ecosystem values and
functions and provides associated benefits to human
populations”.
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This study uses the name green-blue infrastructure, but
most literature speaks only about green infrastructure
(without blue), others speak of greenways (Ahern, 1995,
2007). For stormwater management the blue seems to be
as essential as the green because green is dependent on
water flows and blue areas buffer water too (Voskamp &
Van de Ven, 2015).
Hansen
and
Pauleit
(2014)
summarize
green
infrastructure in eight planning principles (integration,
connectivity, strategic (casco), multi-scale, multi-object,
multifunctionality, social inclusion, transdisciplinary). These
principles appear to be similar to other writers such as
Ahern (2011) and Nijhuis & Jauslin (2015), arguing that
green and blue areas should be integrated with built
infrastructures and waterways. The strategic principle
has very much in common with the casco approach
from Sijmons (1991): preserving and creating the lifesupporting, low dynamic functions and processes (forest,
water infiltration areas) while allowing change (be flexible)
in the high dynamic areas (housing, agriculture). Despite
or because the abundance of literature about green
(-blue) infrastructure, it appears difficult to find the right
approach or principles for landscape architecture design.
Because green infrastructure and its principles are still
broad I used the concept ‘Sustainable Urban Drainage
Systems’ (SUDS) (Kellager et al., 2007; Voskamp & Van
de Ven, 2015). It is a step-by-step strategy and overview
of green-blue measures that buffer stormwater. These
measures were succesfully selected in a workshop,
although the used tools had their limitation (as described
in the limitations).
The landscape based design approach as a tool for
understanding the relations between the (invisible)
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subsoil and the visible landscape appear to be useful.
Landscape units made it easier to understand the
conditions of a certain type of landscape and the
selection of the right measure (infiltration, storage, buffer
or disposal).
The ecosystem services concept was of much value,
because it provides an unifying framework for all the
benefits we get from our ecosystems (supply). It also shows
the often invisible or indirect relations of the benefits we
get from nature. Interesting is that the problems people
experience from their environment have a direct relation
to a disfunction (or wrong use) of the regulating services
of ecosystems. Therefore, the problems that people
have can be described within the regulating services
framework (table 5.2).
The ecosystem services framework was also useful as
checklist during the design of green-blue infrastructure.
The problem, however, is that people often don’t
recognize abstract terms such as ‘provisioning services’.
Therefore everything needs to be translated into practical
terms. For example: ‘there is fresh water from the well’,
may be in ecosystem services terms ‘water regulation and
waste water purification’. Moreover ecosystems are very
complex and need a lot of ecological expertise. Another
limitation was that people elaborate a lot about food;
many kind of crops, fruits, fish, meat, etc. This means that
the food category in provisioning services is full, while
other categories remain empty or unknown. In this sense
the ecosystem services concept is rather inconvenient
than useful. It would be useful to have a checklist that is
applied to practical situations. The used framework from
Meas et al. (2013) for me is a good start.
A lot of concepts and approaches have been used in this

study: ecosystem services, casco-concept, layer analysis,
suitability analysis, participatory planning, green-blue
infrastructure, landscape approach, ecosystem based
design, ‘retention, storage, disposal’. All together it formed
a bit an overkill. The lesson learned from this case in Chota
is that a concept, framework or approach should be
selected beforehand. Only one framework can be used
at a time and should not be changed during the thesis. A
simple book for concepts and approaches that explains
its positive and negative sides is necessary!

10.2 Answering the research questions
This thesis arised from the Masterplan 2013 for Beira. This
masterplan describes the need for a test case to explore
the potential of green-blue infrastructure to reduce
flooding, (a landscape that is resilient to climate change)
and improves the living quality of its residents.
The test case became Chota because it is the most
flooded neighbourhood of Beira (Mozambique) in the
rainy period. Urbanization and climate change makes the
flooding worse, which also make more and more people
become exposed to the flooding. The focus area is the
canalized area of Chota that is urbanizing very fast.
Before the main question can be answered first the
subquestions are summarized below.
Part l: Inventory & analysis
1. What are the landscape characteristics?
The landscape is investigated by land use observations,
mapping, vegetation samples, soil drillings and water
samples. The landscape can be divided in 4 landscape
units, which relate to ecosystem types: wetland, built

wetland, sand ridges and coastal. Main parts of Chota
are wetland, with a 2-3 meter thick layer of clay, 2/3 is
used for rice cultivation. 1/3 of the wetland is canalized
and major parts becomes urbanized into a built wetland.
The wetland is interspersed with some sand ridges (former
dunes) where trees grow and the first settlements appear.
The coastline is a stroke of dunes and beaches along the
Indian ocean where people recreate and fish.
2. What are the needs and demands of the residents?
People need their daily water, bread, wood and shelter.
They demand a better infrastructure, facilities and get rid
of the seasonal flooding with its waterborne diseases.
3. What is the cause and impact of the flooding?
Water gathers in the low-lying neighbourhood Chota
and remains on the clayey wetland, where people live in
flood-prone areas. The canal has not enough capacity
to drain the area and is even blocked by new urban
developments. Major parts of Chota are flooded, mainly
superficial, but on some place up to 1,5 Meters, where it
causes damage, nuisance and waterborne diseases. The
suitability analysis shows that most parts of the wetland are
unsuitable for housing, but very suitable for rice cultivation.
While the sand ridges are very suitable for housing and
crop cultivation on its flanks.
Part ll: Concept & design
4. How does green-blue infrastructure work (for Chota?)
Green-blue infrastructure reduces flooding by the
protection, connection and creation of natural elements
that buffers stormwater. It is a natural solution to flooding
because it buffers water and allows infiltration as
opposite to ‘grey’ solution of common urban planning
practices. Green-blue infrastructures advocates eight
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planning principles: integration (along structures),
connectivity, strategic (casco), multi-scale, multi-object,
multifunctionality, social inclusion and transdisciplinarity.

adapted to the local situation and lifestyle. Together they
are nested in scales and form an interconnected greenblue infrastructure (fig 9.10).

Stormwater can be infiltrated, stored or delayed. In
Chota, stormwater on the sand ridges and dunes can be
infiltrated, but in the wetlands it can be stored or delayed.
Green and blue areas in Chota, such as the wetland,
dunes and forests should be preserved and linked along
the canal, roads, transitions and within built-up areas.
According to Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS)
stormwater should be controlled, first, by source, second,
by site, and third, regional. Together these functions will
reduce flooding in Chota, make the landscape more
resilient to climate change and produce a whole range of
other ecosystem services.

10.3 Discussion

5. What green-blue measures are supported by residents?
Workshops and interviews show that people support
(fruit) trees along roads and canals, retention ponds,
infiltration wells, canal improvement and a large retention
basin. Residents are willing to participate as well as the
municipality. Difficulties seems to be the re-location of
people that live in the (potential) green and blue areas.
Calculations during the workshop show that the chosen
green-blue measures on the right places would indeed
reduce its flooding sufficiently that at least the proposed
places for urbanization would not flood in the rainy
season.
6. How to integrate a green-blue infrastructure?
Green-blue infrastructure is integrated by designing
profiles that synthesize storm water measures and
demands of the people in profiles. Each profile forms the
design principle for a certain structure (built area, road,
transition zone or canal/waterway). These profiles are
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The previous subquestions are necessary to be able to
answer the main question: ‘What is the potential of greenblue infrastructure in the landscape of Chota to reduce its
flooding and improve the liveability?’ This question cannot
be answered as a statement, rather it is a discussion that
enlightens the potential as wel as the limitations for Chota
(and abroad).
POTENTIAL OF GREEN-BLUE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR CHOTA
Chota is mainly a wetland, which is naturally flooded
and unsuitable for urbanization. However, the ungoing
urbanization in the wetlands of Chota destroys a valued
habitat and natural way of flood regulation. Green-blue
infrastructure would be a good alternative because it
conserves and links green and blue areas that act as
stormwater buffer, which reduce flooding. Stormwater
buffering in Chota is limited because on most parts
the water level is high and the clay impermeable.
Calculations from the 3di tool during the workshop seems
that green-blue infrastructure would sufficiently buffer
stormwater. However, these included a big retention
area (fig 10.1). A retention area in the swampy area
would be dificult and costly (26 million USD, according
the GreenInfra4Beira project). Without retention the costs
would be reduced half. This design aims to buffer the
same amount of stormwater, but without big retention
pond. However, such a big retention area may be
necessary in the long term by ungoing urbanization and
climate change.

During the workshop, the people seem to be enthousiastic
about green-blue infrastructure. Green-blue measures
were accepted and selected. Perhaps green-blue
infrastructure is accepted because it is practical, cheap,
simple and multifunctional (see chapter 3.4). A retention
pond, for example, is not only useful for water buffering,
but could also provide cooling (regulating service), fish
(provisioning service), relaxation (beauty) and a habitat
for many species. However, one important limitation to
blue areas is the fear for malaria. Water, if not designed in
a certain way, can be a source for breeding.
Difficulties will very likely arise to conserve or make
space for green-blue infrastructure. People built (illegal)
along canals and other very low-lying areas which are
flood-prone and intended for green-blue infrastructure.
Interviews and workshops show that people refuse to
move to higher-located areas. This behaviour seems to
have political, social, economic and spatial reasons. For
example, people can have the following excuses: “if you
remove me, I will not vote for your political party”; “I will
not leave the social group, so I remain to live here”; “I am
too poor to buy a plot somewhere else”; “I want to live
close to the city”.
MAINSTREAMING CHOTA AS TEST CASE
It is difficult to estimate a proper functioning of green-blue
infrastructure in the local context of Africa, because of
the organic way of planning, poor people and different
lifestyle (see also Douglas, 2008). On the other hand,
people seem to value nature a lot and are often directly
depended on nature for provisioning services. People see
the value of green-blue infrastructure because they are
directly dependent on it. While ‘Western’ people often
think that the supermarket is the provisioning centre for

food and other goods.
If we look at the growth and urbanization of delta cities
(fig 10.1) green-blue infrastructure would be a very
welcome counterforce for flood reduction and climate
change resilience. However, every case is different and a
local understanding of the people and the landscape is
essential.
THE VALUE OF A LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
As student landscape architecture I helped the project for
a least three reasons: (1) understanding of the landscape,
(2) integration of knowledge from experts and locals into
a design and (3) visualizations as discussion tool.
For the field work I was asked to do a landscape analysis
for the green-blue infrastructure for Chota. The layer
analysis was very helpful to understand the relation
between the subsoil and the occupation pattern. With this
knowledge it is easy to ‘read’ the landscape. It was also
very helpful to divide the landscape in landscape units
or ecosystems, because it simplified the way to choose
the right measures. Also the perspective to the history of
the site was an eye opener for the project. For example
how the landscape of Chota became urbanized and
why. Much of my work has been used in reports for the
GreenInfra4Beira project (2015).
Many different experts were working on the
GreenInfra4Beira project: water calculations from
Deltares & Witteveen & Bos, Urban planning design from
Wissing, ecological considerations from Alterra and
wishes of the local people. I was helpful in bringing these
different knowledge domains together into a design.
Using research through designing and artistic thinking.
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This provided more integrated ideas and creativity to the
project.
The drawings and visualizations were of much value for
the project. Abstract and technical talks by the experts
during the workshop were difficult to understand for the
local people until I explained the measures with drawings
on photo’s, etc. This initiated an intense discussion
which meant the local people became involved in the
workshop. Not only the drawings were useful for others,
but also for myself to understand green-blue infrastructure
better. Drawings are, after all, a universal language and
say more than a 1000 words.
Unfortunately, I am as landscape architect not able to
to know detailled information about ecology, hydrology,
climate change and other expertises that are necessary
for the project. For example, what I really miss is the ability
to calculate the stormwater buffering capacity of my
designed green-blue infrastructure. Although landscape
architects are mainly broadly educated, they are
specialised in bringing disciplines together and finding
multifunctional ways to shape the landscape.
Landscape architects can play an important role in the
planning and design of green-blue infrastructure. It is very
much a landscape architectural ‘thing’ because it works
with nature/landscape, can be planned in collaboration
with people and is in line with the values of landscape
architecture. These values are social equity, supportive,
conflict-free functional organization within the landscape,
and sustainable environmental quality” (Murphy, 2005).
Therefore, I think that a landscape architect always should
be involved in such projects.
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Fig 10.1 Proportion of population and land at risk due to sea level
rise (Source: Un-habitat Global Urban observatory 2008)

10.4 Conclusion
Chota, a neighbourhood of Beira (Mozambique) faces
increased flooding, due to urbanization, canalization
and climate change. This ungoing process will diminish
the natural ecosystem to function as a flood regulating
mechanism and destroys many other ecosystem
services. Urbanization only will make more and more
people threatened by flooding. Although green-blue
infrastructure is a proven way in ‘Western’ countries it is
not in developing countries. Therefore it is questioned
what the potential is of green-blue infrastructure for
stormwater management in Chota (as a test case) and
abroad. Before this question can be answered, a field
study was needed to understand the landscape and
the people. Also design was needed that show the way
green-blue infrastructure can be integrated in Chota.
“Green (-blue) Infrastructure is an interconnected network
of green (and blue) spaces that conserves natural
ecosystem values and functions and provides associated
benefits to human populations” (Benedict & McMahon
2006). It is a very broad term, therefore I used strategies
and measures from ‘Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems
‘(SUDS). This concept argues that flooding can be
reduced by the protection, connection and creation of
natural elements that buffer storm water along built areas,
roads and waterways. Together it forms a life-supporting
network for the surrounding area. This green-blue
infrastructure builds on the already valuable ecosystems in
Beira:
- Wetlands (.e.g water regulation and rice cultivation)
- Sand ridges (e.g. living place, gardens, water infiltration)
- Coastal (e.g. defends, recreation, water infiltration)
A few notes should be made for the implementation

in Chota. Firstly, Chota is mainly a wetland, which is
naturally flooded and unsuitable for urbanization. Greenblue infrastructure is of course better than complete
urbanization, but it conserves just part of the wetland and
has limited capacity for stormwater buffering, because
the water level is high and the clay impermeable.
Second, the people are enthousiastic about green-blue
infrastructure. They know it provides natural and practical
solutions. For example trees, which also provide shelter.
However, it seems difficult to really protect space that
is unsuitable for housing and intented for a green-blue
infrastructure. Because people built (illegal) on important
green and blue spaces and refuse to move. This building
over might be the biggest threat for an implementation
of green-blue infrastructure. Moreover planning in ‘Africa’
is more organic and relocations of people is difficult for
political, social, economic and spatial reasons.
Third, a green-blue infrastructure might be a good
alternative for a big retention area. This was proposed
by the GreenInfra4Beira team. However, it is not known
how much the designed green-blue infrastructure will
reduce flooding. Therefore it is important to calculate its
stormwater buffer capacity.
The ecosystem approach appears of much value as
overview of the direct and indirect benefits we get from
nature. At the same time it provides an unifying framework
for the interviews, landscape assessment and green-blue
measures. The use of landscape units was very useful to
classify the different measures for suitability per landscape
unit.
My work as landscape architecture within the project
was of much value in reasoning from a landscape point
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of view, integrating the different disciplines into a design
and visualizing measures and ideas. Visualisation was very
helpful in the workshop and as tool for the understanding
of green-blue infrastructure for myself and others.
I can conclude that infrastructure is indeed potential
for Chota as tool to reduce flooding and improve the
liveability. A less flooded area also enhance economic
potential with touristic opportunies and less damage
costs. Although the danger is that people now think
that development in wetlands can be solved by greenblue infrastructure, while it is better not to develop in
such places at all. Looking at the growth of urbanization
in delta cities and climate change; green-blue
infrastructure would be a very welcome counterforce
for flood reduction, climate change resilience and a
multifunctional merit.

10.5 Recommendations
A systematic research approach for green-blue
infrastructure, especially applied to developing countries
is needed. This approach should be simple and also
practically understood by locals.
The green-blue measurements need to be calculated for
its potential of flood reduction (tools are in development
e.g. Voskamp & Van de Ven, 2015).
It is better to preserve the green and blue areas as
indicated in this report during development, than to do it
afterwards. Ecosystem recovery is difficult and relocation
of residents even more.
Participation with the residents works because they know
best their daily needs and local problems. Participation
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also creates public support.
Malaria is a serious problem. Green-blue measures should
take into account design principles that reduce breeding
(see fig 7.22)
Visualization is an excellent way to explain ideas for others
and yourself. Drawing on photo’s appear to be a useful
discussion tool.
Work together as a team of experts. Science and arts,
both have their value. Science in understanding, Arts in
creativity and representing quality.
People often seem to value (short term) economic
benefits above the (essential) regulating functions of
nature. It is often seen that people replace wetland,
mangroves or dunes into housing areas. This behaviour
is also seen by internationals that see Chota as valuable
place for tourism. Therefore a strong governance, local
organization and education is recommended.
Incorporation of google earth and the adobe programm,
will make drawing and visualization much more efficient.
Green-blue infrastructure will continue to be a potential
concept until it is proven in reality. It just needs to start with
one tree.

Fig 10.2 Left: flooding and urbanization. Right: a green-blue infrastructure for Chota
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